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Abstract

An emerging IT delivery model, Cloud Computing, can significantly reduce IT costs and complexities while improving workload optimisation and service delivery. More and more organisations are planning to migrate their existing systems into this internet-driven computing environment. This investigation is proposed for this purpose and will be undertaken with two main aims. The first aim is to establish a general framework and method to assist with the evolution of legacy systems into and within the Cloud environment. The second aim is to evaluate the proposed approach and demonstrate that such an approach can be more effective than developing Cloud services from scratch.

The underlying research procedure of this thesis consists of observation, proposition, test and conclusion. This thesis contributes a novel evolution approach in Cloud computing. A technical solution framework is proposed through a three-dimensional software evolution paradigm, which can cover the relationships of software models, software functions and software qualities in different Cloud paradigms. Finally, the evolved service will be run in the Cloud environments. The approach framework is implemented by three phases: 1) legacy system analysis and extraction, which proposes an analysis approach to decide the legacy system in the Cloud environment and to adopt the techniques of program slicing with improved algorithm and software clustering for extracting legacy components. 2) Cloud-oriented service migration including evolving software into and within Cloud. The process of evolving software “INTO” Cloud can be viewed mainly as changing software qualities on software models. The process of evolving software “WITHIN” Cloud can be viewed mainly as changing software functions on software models, the techniques of program and model transformation and software architecture engineering are applied. 3) Cloud service integration, which integrates and deploys the service in the Cloud environment.

The proposed approach is proved to be flexible and practical by the selected case study. Conclusions based on analysis and future research are discussed at the end of the thesis.
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Chapter 1  Introduction

Objectives

✧ To describe the need for Cloud service oriented legacy assets evolution.
✧ To illustrate the research objectives and the research methods.
✧ To raise research questions and develop research propositions.
✧ To highlight original contributions and the measure of success.
✧ To outline the structure of the thesis.

1.1 Background

It is well known that in industry, most desktop machines only use 5% to 10% of their capacity and most servers barely peak at 20%. What they need is not more horsepower, but more efficient use of existing horsepower. They need a way to tie all of these idle machines together into a pool of potential labour, and provide secure and reliable access to manage those resources [85]. Cloud [94] is a new technology for the intent of sharing distributed resources and coordinated problem solving, distinguished from conventional distributed computing by its focus on large-scale resource sharing, innovative applications and high-performance orientation.

Cloud computing [20] provides a paradigm for provisioning and releasing computing resources, e.g., software, hardware, infrastructure, platforms etc., with minimal management effort, meanwhile enabling convenient service and on demand network access to a shared pool of those configurable resources. It is more favourable to purchase or lease those resources with a low cost than to build software and underlying infrastructure such as servers, storage, and hardware and so on which come with a higher cost. Hence, Cloud computing is becoming the preferred environment for those applications with large scalability, dynamic collaboration and flexible resource
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requirements.

Making existing applications run in a Cloud environment will increase resource utilisation and sharing. From an economic aspect, the business is always re-organising, changing its boundaries and reconfiguring its activities. From the technical aspects, integrating legacy systems towards a Cloud environment will become a major trend in academic research.

1.2 Problem Statement

Currently, software is produced at an ever-increasing rate and the demand from customers is coming in at an even faster rate, which means that almost all newly developed software can become legacy soon after they are released. One of the trends in software development is that existing software is looked at before a new system is designed and developed. In a sense, this is to evolve a piece of software on a gradual basis. This can also be very important for popular paradigms as the essence of these paradigms is to achieve software under the special paradigm that should have all desired features. On one hand, developing new software and evolving software are needed, and on the other hand evolving existing software into existing paradigms can be equally important. Therefore, it is agreed that software always needs evolving to remain useful and which can cope with users’ frequent changing requirements. The complexity and dynamic nature of changing requirements will make software evolution more difficult, as failing to evolve correctly may result in catastrophic consequences, e.g. loss of money, time, even including human life. In addition, due to the sheer size of software systems, it is often impossible for a single individual to conduct evolution and therefore the process should be a systematic and group-system approach.

Software evolution [11] is a set of activities, both technical and managerial, that ensures that software continues to meet organisational and business objectives in a cost-effective way. As a combination of reverse engineering and forward engineering, software evolution is continuous software reengineering, i.e., operating->reverse engineering->respecifying->forward engineering... An evolution process should be able to realise better software systems that can not only reuse the valuable components of
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legacy systems but also provide large profits to enterprise and software maintenance. Cloud computing [20] has emerged as an important trend in information technology in recent years. In this study, the paper quotes a less technical and more customer appealing definition from Marks and Lozano [94], “Cloud computing is a style of computing where computing resources are easy to obtain an access, simple to use, cheap, and just work.”. Meanwhile, an academic definition is also introduced by NIST [102], “Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.”

Cloud computing is becoming the preferred paradigm for those applications with large scalability, dynamic collaboration and flexible resource requirements. The characters of resource reuse and time cost saving have attracted enterprises to consider migrating their systems into the popular paradigm, and the academic discussion on the paradigm. Hence, the research on Cloud-oriented evolution (COE) has been triggered.

Although Cloud is recognised as a service and COE can be considered as the extension of service-oriented evolution (SOE), many problems on software evolution for moving into and with Cloud need to be solved, for example, shall the legacy system be adapted in the Cloud environment, or shall it be redesigned and updated from scratch? How to make the decisions on whether to migrate or not migrate to the Cloud? How to make the decisions on whether to migrate or not migrate to the Cloud? How to evolve software in Cloud? How to evaluate whether the essential characteristics of Cloud have been considered in the evolution process? How to interact with the Cloud service from the outside world? At present, the earlier practitioners are reviewing their experience and proposing new technical solutions on these challenges. From both aspects of business and research, implementing Cloud-oriented service will become a major trend in service-oriented environments.

The high complexity of COE needs to be considered. Although some COE approaches have been concluded, most of them just focus on the experience report, tool simulation, decision-making and architecture modification, but lacking systematic steps to implement the evolution into and with the Cloud paradigm via a three-dimensional view
that includes non-functional features, functions and models. This is the reason that computing only works when the methodologies may be modelled correctly. It is known that computing has been advanced to such an extent that it can model a very complex society, which is achieved by building corresponding models. The society computing tasks change from scientific computing, to personal computing and then to ubiquitous computing, which can be seen as being one dimensional, two dimensional and then three dimensional. Similarly, the computing environment is also from one dimensional to three dimensional. It is proposed that Cloud computing can be seen as the three dimensional software paradigm after structured and OO paradigms. According to the same principle, the software evolution paradigm in a Cloud environment should also be a three dimensional one. Hence, the evolution approach should also be given from the three-dimensional angle, which would keep with the dimensions of Cloud computing.

1.3 Research Objectives and Research Methods

The research presented in this thesis has the following objectives:

✦ To propose a three-dimensional evolution approach to manage the evolution “INTO” and “WITHIN” Cloud environments.

✦ To create a guideline to assist with the evolution of software systems into Cloud environments via the techniques of program and model transformation.

✦ To apply program and model transformation techniques to implement the evolution “INTO” a Cloud environment.

✦ To apply an architecture reengineering method to solve the process of evolving software systems “WITHIN” a Cloud paradigm.

✦ To apply web techniques to deploy and run Cloud resources in different paradigms.

✦ To explore a semi-automated software evolution paradigm for COE.

✦ To validate the proposed approach to different categories of software systems.

The thesis aims to implement a practical evolution approach based on a three-dimensional structure and to obtain a successful Cloud-oriented application. It is
constructive, which develops a new theory, algorithms, model, strategies and methods. However, complicated interaction between human activities and a software system cannot be avoided in the research.

According to [38], related research methods are available for the software engineering field. In this thesis, the following methods are described to fulfil the requirements of the constructive and empirical research:

- **Quantitative analysis method**
  This method is for quantitative data collection and analysis, which refers to the data that is in numeric format. The quantitative analysis method has been used for the identified key legacy sets measurement, clusters collection, similarity calculation between legacy components and required services, decision-making methods and so on.

- **Qualitative analysis method**
  This method is for the collection and analysis of qualitative data. The qualitative data refers to the data that is not in numeric format such as interview recordings or transcripts, questionnaires, etc. In this study, the qualitative analysis method is applied for the key legacy set analysis, indicator selection of legacy components, benchmark determination, etc.

- **Classification**
  Classification can guarantee that software development is consistent and systematic [38]. Software engineering researchers should be aware of the areas to which their research belongs. In the sample of requirements for Cloud-oriented services development, a type of taxonomy is adopted to cover associated requirements. For the architecture of Cloud-oriented application, the other type of taxonomy is applied to cover associated architecture styles. The following sections describe the research methods that are applied to this thesis, which can link the research between constructive and empirical.

- **Mathematical Proof Method**
  This used formal proofs to reason about the validity of a hypothesis given some
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evidence. The proposed theorems on association rule slicing algorithm, clustering algorithm and extraction rules are validated by this method.

1.4 Research Questions and Hypotheses

1.4.1 Research Questions

Research questions are the core part of the structure of the proposed research. They should state what the study would explore. The principal research question in this study is:

**How can a three-dimensional software evolution approach based model, software function and non-functional feature be integrated together in order to implement the COE process?**

For answering the principal question, a set of sub-questions are defined in detail.

*RQ1:* Why is there a need for a three-dimensional evolution approach for Cloud computing paradigm?
- What are the relationships between the software evolution paradigm and the computing paradigm?

*RQ2:* What is a proposed three-dimensional COE approach?
- What are the key factors and their relationships in a three-dimensional COE approach?
- What kind of software systems can be migrated into a Cloud paradigm?
- What are the final returned results?

*RQ3:* How is the proposed approach carried out?
- Which kinds of techniques are adopted in the COE process?
- How may the methods be used to implement the analysis and extraction process?
- How may the Cloud service implementation be established?
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- How may the final service be integrated and deployed in a Cloud paradigm?

RQ4: How can the proposed approach be validated?

### 1.4.2 Research Hypotheses

After building these research questions, a series of research hypotheses based on them are developed. The underlying hypothesis of this thesis is:

Software functions, non-functional features and models with the support of program and model transformation and software architecture reengineering can be combined into a three-dimensional approach to implementing a Cloud service oriented legacy application evolution.

The principle proposition above is tested by program and model transformation and services implementation in the overall software evolution process. A subset of more detailed propositions can be derived as follows.

**RH1:** A combination of soft functions, non-functional features and models can be used to construct a three-dimensional evolution approach to implement COE.

**RH2:** Program and model transformation can be used to translate and transform the models based on the requirements of software functions and non-functional features, which improve the efficiency and performance.

**RH3:** Software architecture reengineering can be used to implement the transformed model with architecture transformation rules.

**RH4:** The proposed approach can be practically applied on the said legacy system in designed mainstream languages.

### 1.5 Original Contributions

A novel evolution approach is proposed based on the three-dimensional space that includes software models, software functions and non-functional features of Cloud. The proposed approach can implement software evolution into and with a Cloud paradigm. The domain logic analysis methods, software reengineering (a combination of reverse
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engineering and forward engineering) methods, transformation methods and techniques (such as knowledge representation, information retrieval, etc.) are applied to support the proposed approach. The following are original contributions:

C1. A three-dimensional evolution approach is developed, aiming to fulfil the existing three-dimensional computing paradigm and to propose a novel solution for a COE process and thereby improving the efficiency of traditional software reengineering processes.

C2. A systematic assessment framework based AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) with Cloud features is proposed to fill in the details, which can effectively support the decision on COE. The improved algorithms of program slicing and software clustering are able to handle the analysis and decomposition better.

C3. An extended framework for evolving legacy systems into a Cloud paradigm with non-functional features of Cloud and a software model is developed, which can guide how to involve software models with only a non-functional feature change. The process of extraction and transformation for NFR (non-functional requirement) and software models are proposed with the defined rules support.

C4. An architecture reengineering model for evolving a software system within a Cloud paradigm with functions change is defined. It manages the evolution via software architecture style change to fulfil the function requirements. The relationships between architecture styles and the qualities are classified and concluded. A decision-making algorithm to assist the transformation of the style and the rules for architecture style change is defined.

C5. An Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) based architecture is proposed to support the Cloud integration and a prototype is designed to implement the proposed COE approach, which includes a set of toolsets which are developed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

1.6 Success Criteria

The overall measurement of success of a three-dimensional COE approach is how well
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It supports the evolution “INTO” and “WITHIN” the Cloud paradigm. The criteria for the thesis are described as a means to judge the success.

1. What are the mainstream kinds of software systems can be processed by the proposed approach?

2. What kinds of program and model transformation are reliable enough to apply on the proposed approach?

3. How the WSL representation of software models can be applied in the evolution process?

4. How is the performance of this proposed approach?

5. How about the implementation of the proposed methods, algorithms and strategies? E.g., is it possible to develop a practical toolkit to implement and validate the approach?

1.7 Organisation of Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows.

In Chapter 2, an overview of a wider research background in software engineering is illustrated; software evolution and software reengineering, requirements engineering, software architecture, and ubiquitous computing. And an overview of the related researches in the area of Cloud computing and software evolution for a Cloud paradigm is described.

In Chapter 3, a framework for a Cloud-oriented evolution approach based on a three-dimensional process is introduced. It also describes the evolution infrastructure for a Cloud paradigm.

In Chapter 4, the process of legacy component analysis and extraction for use in the Cloud environment based on software reverse engineering techniques such as program slicing and AHP techniques is discussed.

In Chapter 5, the process of Cloud-oriented service migration is presented. It includes
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two parts. First, the process of evolving legacy systems into a Cloud paradigm is introduced. A domain special language is used to represent the legacy code, and to establish an integration model for the software models, the non-functional features and the transformation rules for the evolution. Second, the process that is presented as evolving software system within Cloud paradigm is described. In addition, the relationships between software architecture styles and qualities, decision-making algorithms for changing architecture style and transformation rules are introduced.

In Chapter 6, the approach for integrating Cloud oriented service is described by wrapping and code gluing techniques.

In Chapter 7, tool support and a case study are demonstrated to implement the proposed approach of Cloud service oriented evolution.

In Chapter 8, the conclusion is given and future work is discussed.

Appendixes A, B, C are the templates and examples of related files.

Appendix D is the author’s publications during the PhD study.
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Objectives

✧ To introduce software engineering, software evolution, software reengineering, requirement engineering
✧ To describe software architecture.
✧ To introduce computing paradigm.
✧ To present legacy system decomposition.
✧ To conclude related software evolution strategies and approaches.

2.1 Overview

Although there has been some work for integrating legacy system in Cloud paradigms, this work cannot be integrated in the Cloud system directly. Meanwhile, Cloud computing has been recognised as a three-dimensional paradigm in Section 1.2 but the corresponding software evolution approaches are still focused on single or two dimensions. Most current research work does not provide a general framework of the legacy systems evolution towards a Cloud environment to enable consideration to be given to solving the problem. Moreover, some of the work is based on special standards such as Open Cloud Service Architecture and Infrastructure. Generally speaking, these approaches are about reengineering legacy systems with Cloud technology and are not accomplished or established. At the same time, the looming issues like data security are still considered.

Unlike the following related studies, this research will integrate a software model, software function and software quality to propose a three-dimensional approach to support the three-dimensional paradigm, and to make legacy software systems evolve more effectively in a Cloud environment. The proposed novel framework is
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proposed in this research for Cloud oriented legacy software evolution which includes component analysis used in a Cloud environment, and packing and integration for Cloud services. The techniques such as AHP for decision-making, software clustering which is a common technique for statistical data analysis, slicing the system into many parts and wrapping can be chosen in this research to complete the functions of this general framework. Web techniques are utilised to deploy and run them in Cloud environments. The following sections will introduce the related studies on the proposed research area.

2.2 Software Engineering

Along with the software crisis [19] existing in software products, software researchers have been seeking solutions that can handle complexity and improve the quality of software products. Software engineering has been utilised to solve the software crisis since the 1960s. As stated in the description from IEEE Computer Society [65], Software engineering is defined as “the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software; that is, the application of engineering to software”. In software engineering, a series of activities consist of a software process that leads to the production of a software product.

Generally speaking, software engineering includes the three following elements [146]:

- **Software engineering methods** accommodate the methodologies for building software including data structures, program architecture, algorithms, programming, verifying, testing and maintenance;

- **Software engineering tools** provide the automated or semi-automated support for methodologies and techniques;

- **Software engineering processes** describes a development by integrating software engineering methods and tools support.

To describe a concrete software process, life-cycle models [83] are required to be adopted in the software development process. The selection of the suitable model is up
to the product, the engineering methods and toolsets. The common life-cycle models are introduced as follows:

- Waterfall model.
- Spiral model.
- Reusable software model.
- Evolutionary prototyping model.
- Automated software synthesis.
- Throwaway prototyping model.
- Incremental/iterative development.

Compared to the above common software process models, four fundamental process activities are concluded to suit all software processes [119]:

- **Software specification**
- **Software design and implementation**
- **Software validation**
- **Software maintenance**

Currently, some approaches of software engineering are utilised, e.g., object-oriented programming (OOP), component-based development (CBD), service oriented architecture (SOA), Internetware, Grid computing, Cloud computing, etc. As emerging computing paradigms, OOP, CBD and SOA have been used most and will not be introduced in this thesis. Grid computing, Cloud computing, Internetware and other ubiquitous computing have attracted the interest of research and industry. Software engineering researchers have been working on developing the relevant techniques to implement ubiquitous computing. The relevant work will be discussed in Section 2.7.
2.3 Software Evolution and Software Reengineering

2.3.1 Software Maintenance

In the late 1960s, as more and more software was produced, people began to realise that old software should not simply die, and software maintenance started to be recognised as fine grained and local reengineering. According to the definition of IEEE Computer Society, software maintenance [65] is described as “the process of modifying a software system or component after delivery to correct faults, improve performance or other attributes, or adapt to a changed environment”. Moreover, four categories of maintenance were identified in [87]: corrective, adaptive, perfective and preventive. These have been updated and normalized internationally as seen in Table 2-1[67].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrective Maintenance</td>
<td>Reactive modification after delivery to correct discovered problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Maintenance</td>
<td>Modify to keep software usable in changed or changing environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfective Maintenance</td>
<td>Modify to improve performance or maintainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventive Maintenance</td>
<td>Modify to detect and correct faults before putting in practice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-1 Categories of Software Maintenance [67]

2.3.2 Software Evolution

Software maintenance is well-defined and widely accepted, but software evolution has become more preferred to use by software engineering researchers during the four decades [67]. They point out that software maintenance focuses on a single general post delivery activity, while software evolution highpoints a series of particular phases in the staged model [12] for software lifecycle.

The increasing time, cost and complexity associated with software maintenance vindicates the fact that it is not easy and efficient to maintain software. Nevertheless, compared to software maintenance, software evolution can be seen as a continuous
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Process of software reengineering [12] that combines reverse engineering [32] and forward engineering. During the conventional activities of software reengineering, a higher level representation via identifying a system’s components and their relationships from the code level is created first; secondly, program and model transformation via restructuring or refactoring are applied on the representation; finally, traditional software engineering techniques are used to implement the target. The primary focus of software evolution is on the level of design and implementation activities, and requirements analysis activities are not the main objectives.

Depending on research perspectives, Lehman [81] described two types of software evolution: one focuses on phenomenon (i.e., what and why) and the other emphasises methods and tools (i.e., how). Obviously, the more software evolution phenomenon is understood, the better methodologies and tools can be developed to implement software evolution.

Early in 1970s and 1980s, Lehman and Belady were the pioneers of studying software evolution. Table 2-2 shows the main results (known as Lehman’s Laws) from their investigations [78, 79, 80, 82]. Based on their research, a conclusion can be reached that software reengineering is still the underlying technique for evolving software systems. As mentioned above, software evolution can be viewed as continuous software reengineering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuing Change</td>
<td>A program that is used must keep continuous change or become progressively less satisfactory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing Complexity</td>
<td>As an evolved program, extra work must be devoted to maintain or reduce the complexity increases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self Regulation</td>
<td>The process of program evolution is self-regulating with close to normal distribution of measures of system attributes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservation of Organisational Stability</td>
<td>Over the life time of a product, its average effective rate on evolving process keeps constant.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conservation of Familiarity</th>
<th>Over the active life of program evolution, the releases keep statistically invariant.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuing Growth</td>
<td>Over the lifetime of a program, the functional content must be continually increased to maintain user satisfaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declining Quality</td>
<td>The quality a system can perform declines if they cannot adapt to the changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback System</td>
<td>Evolution processes must include multi-loop, multi-level Feedback systems and be treated as such to be successfully improved.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-2 Lehman’s Laws of Software Evolution [78]

Computer science researches have brought certain benefits to modern software development. However, novel research concepts develop rapidly, which creates many challenges for traditional research. The current main challenges for the software evolution research community focus on two aspects. First, is how to achieve a better theoretical understanding for maintenance and evolution; second, it refers to developing methodologies and tools that can support the evolution phenomenon. According to the introduction in [146], the software evolution should include the following features: (1) the ability to handle sequential and parallel systems by reverse engineering and forward engineering, (2) the ability to deal with object-oriented systems. The evolutionary life of software is shown in Figure 2-1 [146].

![Figure 2-1 Evolutionary life of Software [146]](image)

Legacy system evolution means that the legacy system is evolved into a new operating system, system architecture, hardware, or middleware platforms. During this process, some research fields have been referred, such as, reverse engineering, migration schema mapping, business reengineering, program transformation, application development, human computer-interaction, testing and so on.
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For legacy system evolution, it is not simple work. It can be viewed as a constrained problem solving activity [125]. However, a number of challenges [64] are still considered:

- **Documentations**: most legacy systems are facing problems on documentation such as outdated requirements and descriptions, undocumented pre- and post-adjustment for implementation, etc.

- **Skills and schedule**: developers have little effective and systematic skills in business processes to handle the implementations. It is not easy to identify what parts can be cost-effectively reused. In addition, schedule overrun is also a problem that has to be managed.

- **Cost and feasibility**: the ratio of cost and benefit as well as the technical feasibility for evolving the applications into new computing environments should be assessed firstly. After making sure there are no problems on risk and technology, the project can be prepared to start.

- **Management**: management needs to be effective to solve when different development groups are developing different types of applications, technologies, or relevant areas. Tools and strategies for handling effective cooperation are essential for the success of legacy system evolution process.

A generic migration process includes the following steps [107]:

- **Justification**.

It is the preparing stage of any application development before conducting related work.

- **Legacy system understanding**.

It is the basis for the success of the evolution process.

- **Target system development**.

This is a key phase of some evolution projects, and the selected environment for the target system should be helpful to implement the application requirements of domain targets.

- **Testing**.
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It is a process that ensures whether the process of the legacy system evolution is successful.

➢ Evolution.

It describes the implementation from the legacy system to the target system in the selected computing environment. Understanding how the legacy system works and how it is used is the basis for reuse in a Cloud computing environment. Thus, the starting point should be to find what exactly exists in legacy components, namely, to understand and analyse legacy components.

2.3.3 Software Reengineering

Software reengineering is a form of modernisation that advances the capabilities of a legacy system by adopting novel techniques. The purpose of software reengineering is to utilise existing software to absorb new methodologies to reuse the existing systems. Software reengineering is essential in software evolution. As is known, system replacement can be expensive, while reengineering will be much cheaper. In addition, software reengineering can reduce certain risks of losing essential information in legacy assets. Many researchers have given a definition of software reengineering. Chikofsky and Cross [32] recognise it as “the examination and alteration of a subject system to reconstitute it in a new form and subsequent implementation of that form”. In [3], it is defined as “the activity that can improve the understanding of software or software through the reusability, maintainability or evolvability”.

In order to understand the process of software reengineering, Bachman [6] described a software reengineering cycle chart. Moreover, as shown in Figure 2-2 and 2-3, reverse engineering and forward engineering are contained in software reengineering. The process of reverse engineering on the existing system starts with operation, i.e., defining. Then the definition can be dropped to a higher level for implementation, and then the specification and requirements are conducted. In order to utilise forward engineering, the final result from reverse engineering will be validated and enhanced. Once the new application is built it will become the existing one again after it goes into production. Hence, the software reengineering cycle has been generated.
2.4 Requirement Engineering

2.4.1 Requirements

During these years, requirements analysis has played an important role in the software engineering development. IEEE Computer Society defines a requirement [65] as “a condition or capability needed by users to resolve problems or achieve the objectives”. The requirement can be divided into two types, functional requirements and non-functional requirements. The following two sub-sections will give a brief
2.4.1.1 Software Functions

A typical functional requirement will describe what the system can do. This information is used to help the reader understand why the requirement is needed, and to track the requirement through the development of the system [110]. Functional requirements are able to capture the intended behaviour of the system. This behaviour could be expressed as services, tasks or functions that the system is required to perform. In product development, it is useful to distinguish the baseline functionality necessary for any system to compete in that product domain, and features that differentiate the system from competitors’ products, and from variants in any company’s own product line. Features may be additional functionality, or differ from the basic functionality along some quality attribute (such as performance or memory utilization). According to the contents in [10, 71], the typical functional requirement examples can be described as: interface requirements, business requirements, security requirements and so on.

2.4.1.2 Software Non-functional Requirements

Software quality properties, normally derived from non-functional requirements, are becoming more important in the early steps of software design, influenced greatly by the software systems architecture. Although the system’s core abstractions are functional requirements, software qualities play an important role in the definition of the initial architecture. On the other hand, the quality attributes will assist with functional requirements to implement the software design process.

Some well-known quality models are McCall [95], Boehm [15], FURPS [51], and Dromey [37]. Each one of these quality models consists of a number of quality characteristics (or factors, as called in some models). These quality characteristics could be used to reflect the quality of the software product from the view of that characteristic. Based on those models, ISO released the international standard ISO 9126-1[68], in this standard, quality is defined as a set of features and characteristics of a product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs. In 2011, Systems and software engineering--Systems and software Quality Requirements and Evaluation (SQuaRE) -- System and software quality models have been published and the quality model has
been updated [66]. There are seven sub characteristics added to the new standard: functional completeness, capacity, user error protection, accessibility, availability, modularity and reusability. The Figure 2-4 shows the ISO quality tree. The quality attributes in the figure can be referenced in Cloud service migration.

![ISO Quality Tree](image)

**Figure 2-4 ISO Quality Tree**

2.4.2 Requirements Engineering Challenges

According to the discussion in [31], there are nine research directions on requirements engineering, and the relevant solutions on those directions are likely to have a great impact on the software engineering field. Six of them are future grand challenges, the other three focuses on extending and improving existing technologies to develop requirements engineering. Software scale has been recognised as the first future challenge. The scale factors decide the difficulties in software engineering, such as complexity, degree of heterogeneity, sensor numbers, and so on. These factors are becoming common in the ubiquitous computing environment; for example, complexity needs to be discussed in the process of services implementation of parallelism or asynchronous computations in a Cloud paradigm; Cloud provides a high variety of services for heterogeneous users and devices; a large scale of sensor deployment is required to solve different Cloud paradigms.
2.5 Software Architecture

In the 1990s, software architecture became an independent research area. Software architecture is the representation of a software system at the highest possible level of abstraction. It is the representation of the earliest design decisions that need to be made in order to build a software system. Software architecture is mainly a collection of components that make up the software system. There are several available definitions of software architecture [9, 72], but this study will talk about one of the most popular ones. One of the more commonly used definitions has been given by Kazman in [9], which states “the software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure or structures of the system, which comprise software components, the externally visible properties of those components, and the relationships among them.”

2.5.1 Software Architecture Styles

Software architecture styles have been studied for a long time. As suggested in [58], the term ‘architectural pattern’ as a synonym for ‘style’ has been used commonly. Thus, a style describes element and relation types together with a set of constraints on how elements and relations are used and interacted in architecture. According to [42, 52, 75, 115], this thesis introduces the common styles in software architecture engineering. Actually, there is not a clear classification for the architecture styles, and each type of the styles may belong to more than one classification. In this thesis, they are classified by literature review and general industry opinions. Table 2-3 gives a proposed classification of this thesis on architecture styles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data-Flow Styles</td>
<td>Pipe and Filter(PF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Batch Sequential(BS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-Centred Styles</td>
<td>Blackboard(B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repository(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call-Return Styles</td>
<td>Layered(L)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interacting Process Styles</th>
<th>Object-Oriented (OO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Component-Based (CB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Event System (ES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Client – Server (CS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service-Oriented (SO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peer to Peer (PP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publish-Subscribe (PS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile-Code (MC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Machine</td>
<td>Rules-based (RB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpreter (I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical Styles</td>
<td>N-tier/3-tier (N3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-3 Categories Conclusion of Software Architecture Styles

Based on the requirements of this thesis, the relationship between architecture styles and quality features are important to discuss in the context of the architecture change into or within a Cloud paradigm. Currently, there is no systematic description of relationship for them. By the best knowledge and related researches [42, 52, 75, 115, 160], this thesis concluded the relationship given in previous work [149] as shown in Table 2-4. As seen in the table, “▼” represents a style not consistent with a quality, “▲” means a style can support a quality well and “○” shows there is no clear relation between style and quality. When the new quality features are added, the impact on architecture styles can be found clearly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualities</th>
<th>Sub-qualities</th>
<th>Architecture Styles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance-Efficiency</td>
<td>Time behaviour</td>
<td>▼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resource Utilisation</td>
<td>▲</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5.2 Model Driven Architecture

As an effective solution, model driven engineering (MDE) has been developed to handle the increasing difficulty of software systems [99]. Hence, model driven development (MDD) has becoming increasingly popular to support model driven engineering. Meanwhile, model driven architecture (MDA) is an example of MDD, which is defined by the Object Management Group (OMG) in 2001. The core of MDA is to separate the business and logic information through platform technology. It is the phase from coding to modelling. Three model levels are contained in MDA, computational independent model (CIM), platform independent model (PIM) and platform specific model (PSM). CIM is the most abstract model that described the business requirements without any computational information. PIM is refined CIM that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Confidentiality</th>
<th>Integrity</th>
<th>Non-repudiation</th>
<th>Accountability</th>
<th>Authenticity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>○ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲</td>
<td>○ ▼ ▲ ▼ ▼</td>
<td>○ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▼</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○</td>
<td>○ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintainability</td>
<td>○ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲</td>
<td>○ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▼ ▼</td>
<td>▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲</td>
<td>▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▼</td>
<td>▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▼</td>
<td>▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▼</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4 Relationships between Qualities and Architecture Styles
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represents the business functions and application behaviour in an independent manner. Finally, PSM introduces how a software system can be implemented with given technologies in a specific platform. In the process of completing MDA, semi-automated transformations, can be applied among the three models.

2.6  Computing Paradigm

Up-to-date software systems can change with the business, customer requirements, and hardware and environment changes. However, there are still many software systems that cannot satisfy the ever-changing computing environments and requirements, and become legacy ones. Hence, related approaches are required in the existing computing paradigms.

2.6.1  Grid Computing

Grid computing builds on the pooling of resources model by adding administrative and operational functions that manage the discovery and dynamic allocation, monitoring and reporting of grid status, and so on [43]. When hundreds or thousands of servers are clustered and managed as a single massive computing resource, the processing power is enormous. Grids have been created to support scientific, commercial purposes and government communities who have significant computing and data storage requirements. However, there is a flaw in grid computing in that it includes too much detail of the implementation, and it may make the application develop more complexly, with difficult interoperability and scaling. When looking for a solution at a higher and more abstract level, cloud computing becomes more popular and plays a vital role as the new computing platform paradigm.

2.6.2  Internetware

With the popularity of the Internet, a wide range of Internet applications has raised new demands and challenges such as openness, portability, quick online reconfiguration and adaptation. User requirements are constantly changing when software is produced. In other words, the open, dynamic and distributed natures of the Internet have forced up-to-date software models and evolution approaches to be sought which shall be more
and more autonomous, situational and coordinative. The term, Internetware [92, 96, 145, 153] is constructed by a set of autonomous software entities distributed over the Internet, together with a number of connectors enabling the collaboration among these entities in various statuses. Entities are able to be aware of the dynamic changes of the running environments, and continuously adapt to these changes with software development techniques. Internetware software has these features, such as being autonomous, evolvable, situational and trustworthy. The previous work also discussed the architecture style change on an Internetware paradigm [156, 158], and the architecture style discussion is also applied in this thesis.

2.6.3 Cloud Computing

Cloud computing [4] has emerged as an important trend in information technology in recent years. Cloud computing provides a paradigm for provisioning and releasing computing resources, i.e., software, hardware, infrastructure, platforms, etc., with minimal management efforts, meanwhile enabling a convenient service, on demand network access to a shared pool of those configurable resources. Cloud computing is a natural evolution of the widespread adoption of virtualization, Service-oriented architecture and utility computing. The major cloud service providers include Amazon, Salesforce and Google. Some of the larger IT firms that are actively involved in cloud computing are Fujitsu, Microsoft, IBMVMware, NetApp and Dell. In order to understand the Cloud, a few previous works have investigated the Cloud [157, 159].

As an emerging paradigm, there are many advantages that can be acquired from it.

- Lower computer costs
- Improved performance
- Reduced software costs
- Instant software updates
- Unlimited storage capacity
- Increased data reliability
- Latest version availability
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- Device independence
- Improved document format compatibility
- Universal document access

Although there are pros of Cloud computing, ten obstacles for Cloud have existed [4]. Considering the obstacles, the cloud applications should contain the relevant features of a software quality model to overcome these obstacles.

1. Availability of a service
2. Data lock-in
3. Data Confidentiality and auditability
4. Data transfer bottlenecks
5. Performance unpredictability
6. Stable storage
7. Bugs in large-scale distributed systems
8. Scaling quickly
9. Reputation fate sharing
10. Software licensing

With the development of Cloud computing, there are many types of public cloud computing services [100]:

- Infrastructure as a service (IaaS).
- Storage as a service (STaaS).
- Software as a service (SaaS).
- Platform as a service (PaaS).
- Desktop as a service (DaaS).
- Data as a service (DaaS).
- API as a service (APIaaS).
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- Test environment as a service (TEaaS).
- Security as a service (SECaaS).
- Business process as a service (BPaaS).

2.7 Legacy System Decomposition

Software systems can be changed with the business, customer requirements and the external environment needs. However, many software systems will become legacy ones because they cannot satisfy the dynamic requirements of users and environments. In order to reuse the useful parts, certain identification for a legacy system needs to be adopted.

The process of decomposing the legacy system is to analyse the legacy systems and capture independent legacy code segments that can be extended into Cloud services.

Legacy systems decomposition is an initial step for legacy system migration. The legacy system migration is dependent on its decomposability. If the decomposability of the system is not enough, the migration process should become more difficult [18].

Normally, there are three types of components that are composed in a software system, which can be concluded as interface components, application logic components, and database components. Depending on how separated and well identified these components are, the architecture of a legacy system can be divided into decomposable, semi-decomposable, or non-decomposable. For non-decomposable systems, the three components will be not easy to separate; for semi-decomposable systems, interface components are isolated from the other domain logic and database components; for decomposable systems, all three components are able to be separated.

There are three types of components which may be included in each program of a legacy system. Decomposing a program is used to identify and re-organise different level components. Many approaches and techniques have been investigated in this research. Currently, there are mainly three types of legacy program decomposition approaches [22, 118]:

- The approach for procedure
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For this approach, a program can be seen as a directed graph and the decisions are regarded as nodes and the branches are thought of as edges. Complex graphs will be split into sub-graphs by searching the points of minimum interconnections. Moreover, program restructuring and reusable functions are also aided by program slicing techniques.

➢ The approach for function

For this approach, a program is analysed based on a functional decomposition; the program will be divided into a hierarchy of super control nodes and sub-basic nodes and each business rule will be adopted to deal with one or more control nodes [48, 49, 50].

➢ The approach for data type.

For this approach, a program can be analysed and decomposed into a collection of cooperating processing objects; modules can be generated together as the collection of operations on a known data type or entity.

In addition, other approaches for the decomposition of reusable components from legacy systems [17, 21, 88] are also contributed.

Service oriented architecture migration solution has also always been involved to reuse decomposed legacy components through identifying them as services, operations, business processes, and business rules. In brief, business modelling can guide legacy system understanding and decomposition in SOA evolution.

In other words, reverse engineering techniques can be applied on the implementation process of legacy system analysis. There are a series of main works, which include identifying the legacy components and their relationships with each other and creating representations of the components in a higher and computational abstraction level. For identifying the legacy components and their relationships, program slicing and software clustering have been utilised by the researchers.

2.7.1 Legacy System

According to [8, 57, 77, 86], legacy systems can be explained as follow:

- They are difficult or invaluable to improve, extend or integrate with the new
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requirements of business and users.

- They will spend more costs to maintain in the relevant environments.
- Most of them cannot fulfil the end users’ needs because of poor performance, outdated functions and integration requirements.

With the fast development of Web technology and computing environments, the amount of legacy systems has been becoming larger, which will reduce the software organisation’s competitive abilities with other outstanding business.

However, legacy systems cannot be discarded simply. There are several reasons for Legacy systems to be worth reusing in part or in whole [86]:

- A large number of critical data and business logic included in most legacy systems are still required to support current business processes.
- Reusing a legacy system can be a cost-effective way to achieve new objectives for enterprise without more cost and time on designing new applications.
- Most legacy systems have been served for the users and they still have a certain occupation in the market.

In these years’ research, many researchers have depicted the values of legacy systems. In [114], legacy system can be reused with other business requirements to get better performance. Some business reasons can be integrated into legacy system with new solutions.

Wrapping the system as a new component in larger scale systems and modifying the system to support the new requirements have been introduced in [91]. These solutions have gained a series of achievements. There are also the researches on which the approach can be used to decide whether the legacy systems have the business value to reuse [13, 90].

By extension, transformation, integration and migration, most legacy assets can be reused. Currently, many software organisations want to migrate legacy systems to new computing environments that are helpful for the maintenance and deployment of new information requirements. The main purpose of legacy systems migration is to reuse the useful functions in new computing environments. Thus, it is important and valuable to
analyse the legacy system.

2.7.2 Program Slicing

Mostly legacy systems are complex and huge. Many benefits such as more flexibility and reliability can be obtained by slicing a system into small parts. Program slicing is a software maintenance way to identify the value of a given variable in a program code. It has been used in reverse engineering, testing and debugging. It is available in the research prototypes and commercial applications [5].

The idea of program slicing was proposed by Weiser [126] as a way to compute a slice by calculating continuous sets of indirectly corresponding statements through control flow and data flow dependences [14]. A static slice is referred to as statically available information for computing slices. Dynamic slicing [33] was introduced for a given input by maintaining an execution statement of the syntax tree and marking the nodes during the relevant runtime statement [97]. For OO system, utilising dynamic data dependence (DD) analysis can extract the values of all the variables on the execution and the static control dependence (CD) analysis could save the time to record execution.

There are several main approaches for program slicing. The original slicing method from Weiser [44] is based on traditional data flow analysis [142]. Then, an approach is based on program dependence graphs (PDG) [41]. Extensive evaluations of different slicing algorithms are described in [23, 59]. With the development of object oriented languages, the traditional slicing techniques for procedural programs are not fully suitable for object oriented programs because they have new concepts such as class, dynamic binding, inheritance and polymorphism [16]. Horwits develops the system dependence graph (SDG) and a two-phase algorithm to compute interprocedural slice [60]. Some researchers have improved the SDG to handle the slicing process. For example, The works in [76, 155] respectively proposed static and dynamic slicing methods for object oriented programs. The static slicing may include more statements because of inheritance and polymorphism. Dynamic slicing requires more time and space to record the execution trace. OHATA et.al.proposed to combine [154] the static and dynamic information between the data flow dependence analysis and control flow dependence analysis. The advantage of this method can resolve the dynamic data
changes and avoid more time cost for OOP languages. An SDG example [76] is given to understand clearly in Figure 2-5.

![Diagram of a software dependence graph example]

Figure 2-5 An SDG Example [76]

### 2.7.3 Software Clustering

Clustering [109] has become a common technique to handle data analysis in many fields, including data mining, machine learning, image analysis, pattern recognition and bioinformatics. The cluster is the classification of similar objects into different groups [36]. A data set is partitioned into a few clusters [62], and the data of each subset has the common traits according to the relevant defined measures [152].

For clustering algorithms, there are partitional or hierarchical. In hierarchical clustering algorithms [93], successive clusters are found by established clusters, whereas all clusters are determined in a partitional algorithm at once [106]. For hierarchical algorithms, there are divisive (top-down) and agglomerative (bottom-up) [134]. The agglomerative algorithms make each element as a separate cluster and merge them in a larger cluster, while divisive algorithms start with the whole set and divide it into smaller clusters.
Software clustering techniques have been applied to capture reusable legacy code segments [73], which show the characters of independent, loose coupling and self-contained [143]. Meanwhile, it is also adopted in the program understanding area, including component recovery [128] and re-modularisation [113]. All these contributions have proved that software clustering is useful to identify objects based on the legacy system.

2.7.4 Wrapping Technique

To modernise a legacy system at user interface, data and logic level [124], wrapping technology is used to integrate the legacy system to the service wrapper code. In [116], wrapping can be divided into five levels, which are job level, transaction level, program level, module level and procedure level. Wrappers encapsulate legacy executive processes at process level and transaction level. Legacy applications will be invoked by wrappers through creating a requested new process. At the application level, wrappers only encapsulate a process. At the module level and procedure level, the encapsulation focuses on interfaces and re-modularised legacy code. The goal of the wrapping technique is to provide the service extracted from the legacy system with a WSDL [131] interface. The used technique is to transform each item into a method and to transform each parameter into an XML data. Both the methods and parameters are built into XML schema [132]. Eclipse XSD editor has been developed to create XML schema. A WSDL interface can be generated by an eclipse with the input and output parameters, the function name, the messages, and the port type with its input and output messages.

2.8 Software Evolution Approaches

2.8.1 Service-Oriented Software Evolution

Software evolution can be thought of as continuous software reengineering tasks. It aims to implement and reconcile the possible external changes for the existing software systems to fulfil the dynamic requirements. On the other hand, services can be performed well by excellent software systems. Services are the core of service oriented software evolution, and the term service has been widely used. Different researchers or organisations have different opinions on the definition of service, which always
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generates a lot of arguments. Based on a general definition from IBM [63], the service has been defined as: “A service is generally implemented as a course-grained, discoverable software entity that exists as a single instance and interacts with applications and other services through a loosely coupled (often asynchronous), message-based communication model.”

In order to acquire better services, service users hope to get the good behaviours from their current software system. Therefore, service oriented evolution is also proposed in these years. Generally speaking, service oriented evolution is used to stress the nature of computer based applications and the mechanism for evolving computer programs [25].

Along with the popularity of the Internet, a great amount of attention has been focused upon service-oriented computing (SOC). SOC is the computing paradigm that utilises services as fundamental resources for developing applications. Because services provide a uniform and standard information paradigm for a wide range of computing devices, they will be vital in the next phase of distributed computing development. The developers can compose existing web service components to create new applications and evolve legacy systems to be suitable for complex service requirements. In [69, 117], a technique for wrapping existing web applications with WSDL descriptions is built so that providers with a presence on the “browser-accessible web” can easily transfer their functionalities to other applications. The SOSR [34] methodology is focused on service orientation and its specific tasks, using the UML modelling technique to support software developers to evolve a legacy software system. In [28], the researchers also present an approach to supporting Service-Oriented evolution.

In [48], the work represents a migration approach that combines a generally top-down driven SOA design to aid the SOE process with bottom-up elements such as application portfolio assessment and program understanding techniques.

Zhang et al. [154] contributed an approach on migrating legacy system to support SOE, which included legacy system evaluation, architecture recovery, service identification, service packaging, service publication and choreography.

Canfora et al. [24] described a wrapping approach for migrating legacy system
interactive functionalities to a service oriented computing paradigm. The wrapper behaviour is defined by black-box reverse engineering of the human–computer interface. It describes a black-box modernisation approach for wrapping relevant functionalities of legacy systems as services.

According to [129], the work depicted a strategic decision model to aid SOE projects that merge strategic and technical factors via cost benefit analysis for deciding integration versus migration. This reengineering decision support model contains four parts, which are strategic analysis, architecture analysis, solution development and implementation. However, it just concentrates on the technical migration itself and the lack of detailed implementation details.

Lucia et al. [91] introduced an incremental migration strategy in order to wrap the legacy systems at the user interface level. In order to support SOE, an assessment of the legacy systems was performed in terms of business value and software quality. An Eclipse plug-in called MELIS (migration environment for legacy information system), has been designed to support all the migration process.

2.8.2 Requirement-Oriented Software Evolution

Requirement oriented evolution is just starting to develop in the last few years and it has not drawn much attention from researchers. Although the authors [31] suggest that close attention should be paid whilst there is a rapid development of Cloud computing. Requirements can be divided into functional ones and non-functional ones. Chapter 2 has introduced and described them for requirement engineering. The following content will only discuss the challenge of ROE and its relevant positive results.

Harris and Dobson [56] first discussed the change and challenge of ROE. They described the structure of requirements and also give the changes of the requirement types, such as Mutable Requirement (environmental turbulence origin), Migration Requirement (constraints of planned organisational development origin) and Adaptive Requirement (situated action and task variation origin) and so on.

In order to improve requirement evolution management, Fabbrini et al. [40] depicted an approach to making more efficient and enhancing the identification of semantic
inconsistencies during each stage of requirements evolution. They utilise “FAAdopting” Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) to validate the requirement evolution.

A requirement engineering framework and methodology were proposed to support requirement evolution by Lormans [89]. In this research, the traceability of requirements is improved effectively.

In the work of Ernst et al. [39], they predict that there will be code, documentation, requirements and other types of models, which will compose the future software systems. These are important reasons why requirements evolution is about to become a crucial point in requirement oriented evolution and Cloud computing research.

With the discussion of the assumptions of requirement oriented evolution, the researchers are trying their best to change it from assumption to reality. According to Ali et al. [1], they depict an approach to monitoring the assumptions in a requirements evolution model and to continuing to evolve the model to implement those assumptions. In their view, requirement oriented evolution can be accomplished in practice.

### 2.8.3 Grid-Oriented Software Evolution

Middleware has been developed as reusable software, which can be deployed among the applications, hardware and operating systems. In Grid environment, middleware technology has been seen as an attractive way to resolve complex computing tasks.

Grid middleware [85] has performed a series of new capabilities for current distributed services, which can be improved with these supports. In order to implement Grid oriented evolution (GOE), reusing existing software components and information services can be chosen with the new reengineering approaches. For this reason, many researchers have raised the awareness of Grid programming to reduce the academic complexities in the process of GOE.

With the support of process coordination [7] and process migration, a series of efficiency Grid systems have been acquired and improved to run in the business environment. According to the work [29], the old software systems have been evolved to Grid systems, which become more efficient and effective. Meanwhile, it helps to relocate processes in the Grid environment with data that they could access easily.
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In [46], the researcher described an ecological network-based Grid middleware, which is useful to implement GOE successfully. This technique can provide a new computing and problem-solving way by combining traditional computing mechanisms with agent technologies to support timely requirements of new Grid systems, and which can fulfil the features of Grid computing, i.e., adaptability, scalability, self-organisation, and survivability. There are also many successful GOE cases that have helped the enterprise to get certain benefits and provided relevant experience for COE implementation.

NAREGI [127] aims to research and design a high-performance, feasible Grid middleware for a scientific computational infrastructure. This middleware will help establish the Grid computing centres worldwide in the Grid research area to implement the relevant Grid development besides Grid oriented software evolution.

In order to provide a programming interface for migrating software systems into Grid infrastructure, the Grid Application toolkit [2] has been developed to handle the complexity and the variety of Grid paradigms.

The work in [70] introduces how the deployment of legacy code can be transferred to Grid services without modifying the original legacy code. But this approach only focuses on a special environment, which is based on the open grid services architecture.

2.8.4 Cloud-Oriented Software Evolution

Although Service-Oriented software evolution has developed well, the new requirements are waiting for the new paradigm that can be suitable for the dynamic environment. Both academia and enterprise have studied and proposed a few architecture frameworks to connect Cloud computing with Service-Oriented methodologies.

With years of effort, Cloud researchers have successfully developed Cloud computing, including security solutions, resource management methods, information collection, and data management services. Due to the ultimate goal of Cloud computing being to design an infrastructure which supports dynamic resource sharing, there is a need for evolving legacy systems into the Cloud environment. They believe that the legacy software systems can be evolved into Service-Oriented Cloud architecture. Hence, the
researchers have made some progress about software evolution based on Service-Oriented Cloud architecture. The following work will introduce related work in Cloud computing environments.

Tan et al. [123] proposed an approach to SaaS integration for software cloud. This work describes a Proxy-based firewall/NAT traversal solution for SaaS integration, which allows SaaS applications to integrate with existing applications without firewall reconfiguration, while ensuring the application security.

Based on the work [61], this research depicts the potential benefits in a case study of migrating an enterprise IT system to IaaS Cloud. The findings of the case study have proved that Cloud computing can be crucially cheaper to purchase and maintain the system infrastructure. Furthermore, there are also important issues that need to be checked before migration into Cloud paradigms.

Guo et al. [53] introduced a framework of enterprise Cloud application to bridge the power of service oriented architecture that can make the application become more flexible and reusable. There are five framework principles and three modules to make up the framework. Meanwhile, some potential value-added services are also presented as a guide to how to move the applications from enterprises to Cloud.

In [108], the Cloud computing architecture, Reservoir, is proposed to create an association with multiple Cloud providers. In the Reservoir architecture, the computational resources within one site are partitioned by the virtualisation and utilised into a virtual environment.

A software platform for .NET based Cloud computing named Aneka in [130] is introduced. It is an extensible and scalable Service-Oriented environment, which enables developers to operate easily .Net applications supports multiple programming models and APIs, and it can be considered as a pure PaaS Cloud solution.

Chauhan [26] provided a method to migrate a special software system to the SaaS system. In [150, 151], the researchers have proposed a Cloud model and discussed the relationship between Service-Oriented Architecture and a Cloud environment. However, these researches do not allow the service to run on different environments; Moreover, legacy resources are collected as services that might not be necessary for the entire
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Cloud computing environment. For example, some legacy components may be outdated or invaluable; they cannot fulfil the dynamic requirements of Cloud paradigms [151].

2.8.5 Evolution Assistant

An evolution academic environment, Evolution Assistant (EA) [138], was built and experimented with for a number of years at the Software Technology Research Laboratory (STRL) in parallel with a commercial tool (FermaT) [135], which has been practised to evolve large-scale legacy systems [136, 140]. Theoretical research results also include generalisations of traditional slicing, amorphous slicing and conditioned slicing, and are implemented with the framework of Wide Spectrum Languages (WSL) [137, 141, 148]. The scalable and provably correct technique for extracting UML diagram from legacy code has been implemented in the telecommunication domain.

The evolution framework of EA in Figure 2-6, consists of an architecture organised around a Wide Spectrum Language (WSL), which is a multi-layered wide spectrum language with proven formal semantics and real-time features supported by Interval Temporal Logic (ITL). The top part is the object-oriented section, which includes three layers, namely ITL Specification, Object-Oriented Temporal Agent Model (Ob-TAM) and Common Object-Oriented Language (COOL), while the bottom part is the structural (procedural) section, which also includes three layers: ITL, TGCL and CSL.

![Figure 2-6 Evolution Framework based on WSL](image)

The detailed work process in EA mainly includes the following steps: the source code of an existing system is first translated into CSL through a translator where such a
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Translation ensures standardisation, followed by transformation to TGCL through successive application of correctness-preserving transformation rules.

There are three possible paths for the evolution:

❖ TGCL code can be improved/extended by adding the required extra functionalities.

❖ If an Object Oriented paradigm is sought, object extraction is performed to obtain an equivalent ObTAM code.

❖ If a high level of abstract specification is needed, then following the construction of TGCL code or/and ObTAM code, the semantics calculation is performed to produce an ITL specification.

The screenshot of EA toolkit is shown in Figure 2-7. The functions of different parts in the toolkit have been marked in the figure.

Figure 2-7 EA Screenshot

The tool is operating in a semi-automatic mode, i.e., the system will promote possible operations, such as “Transformations” and “Abstractions” but a user will decide which operations to apply. These rules are utilised in the transformation process of Cloud service migration. Sample operations, selected from over 1000 in EA, include the following categories:

❖ Collapse_Action_System: to transform an action system into a sequence of statements, possibly inside a DO loop.

❖ Constant Propagation: to find assignments of constants to variables in the selected item and propagate the values through the selected item.
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- **Delete All Redundant**: to search for redundant statements and delete all the ones it finds. A statement is `Redundant` if it calls nothing external and the variables it modifies will all be assigned again before their values are accessed.

- **Reduce Loop**: to make the body of a DO...OD reducible (by introducing new procedures as necessary) and to either remove the loop (if it is a dummy loop) or convert the loop to a WHILE loop (if the loop is a proper sequence).

### 2.9 Summary

In this chapter the research background and related work are introduced:

- A brief introduction of software engineering is reviewed and three components of software engineering are described, which are methods, tools and processes. In the software engineering process, four components are contained, which are software specification, software design and implementation, software validation and verification, and software evolution. Meanwhile, traditional software middleware was also introduced.

- A brief discussion on software maintenance, software evolution, software reengineering and their definitions are described. Four categories of software maintenance are introduced. The Lehman’s law for software evolution and the evolution cycle of software are depicted. A relation between software evolution and software reengineering is given, and a general reengineering process of software systems is represented.

- Requirement engineering is introduced, and the categories of requirements are given, software functional requirements and non-functional requirements. The compositions of each category of requirements are also described. Finally, a series of developing challenges on requirement engineering are given to be resolved in the current research.

- Software architecture and its styles are introduced. For software architecture styles, its categories and the relationships between software architecture styles and software qualities are discussed. A brief description of MDA is also given.
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- A brief overview of ubiquitous computing and its paradigms are introduced. For example, Grid computing, Internetware and Cloud computing. The development and the advantages of them are described. A brief discussion of benefits, obstacles and categories for Cloud computing marks the end of this chapter.

- Legacy Components can be reused through extension, transformation, integration and evolution. Legacy system evolution means that the legacy system can be adapted to new computing environments. Legacy system understanding and decomposition are very essential to the success of the evolution.

- A great amount of attention has been focused upon service-oriented computing (SOC). SOC is a computing paradigm that utilises services as fundamental resources for developing applications. Therefore, SOE is also starting to develop in order to satisfy the SOC requirement. Services can provide a uniform and standard information paradigm for wide range of computing devices; they will prove vital in the context of distributed computing development. In fact, Cloud can also be seen as a service, the COE will be the extension of SOE.

- Recently, the researchers have paid attention to software engineering from requirements to code. This trend brings a great challenge for software reengineering. Reverse engineering techniques have been applied on source code to analyse the requirement content. Research on this aspect has been presented. Meanwhile, forward engineering techniques can be adopted to deal with the implementation of new requirements. However, it is still difficult to integrate the requirements and current computing paradigms. Few works about evolving software into and within Cloud environment with the support of requirements have not been mentioned.

- Grid techniques with software evolution technologies have been studied for many years by researchers. Most current works of Grid oriented evolution concentrate on parts of the reengineering process and the proposition of a framework for evolving legacy systems into a Grid environment. Grid middleware is also designed to support the GOE development. Reusable resources from legacy systems have been integrated in the Grid applications. Generally speaking, current approaches about Grid oriented software evolution have been advanced and implemented, and these techniques can also be referenced for the Cloud oriented software evolution.
Cloud computing is an emerging paradigm for the intent of distributed resources sharing and coordinated problem solution. Affected by the Cloud trend and service requirement need, many existing software systems have become legacy systems. In order to fulfill the needs of resource reuse and cost reduction, these legacy software systems will need Cloud oriented evolution, which can facilitate the legacy systems reusable in Cloud oriented architecture and allow the integration of legacy resources with Cloud features. However, most of the recent research of Cloud oriented software evolution is still on web services, and few works give a general framework of evolving software into and within a Cloud environment. Different from the related studies, this thesis will introduce a novel approach to accomplish this task, which handles software functions, software qualities and software models together via a three-dimensional direction. What this proposed approach does will provide a systematic and effective guidance to implement COE process.

Software evolution has been studied at Software Technology Research Laboratory at De Montfort University since the early 1990’s, with the aims of reducing the time and cost of software maintenance so that organisations can expand the benefits from legacy assets. During the twenty years’ research of software evolution, this laboratory has built an evolution assistant (EA) to evolve large-scale systems in the distributed computing environments. For the evolution framework of EA, most researches have been improving it to support emerging computing paradigms all the time. The proposed approach in this thesis will also utilise EA to satisfy the COE implementation.
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Objectives

✧ To introduce the whole proposed framework.
✧ To describe the process of legacy system analysis and extraction.
✧ To present the process of Cloud service migration.
✧ To illustrate the process of Cloud service integration.

3.1 Overview

Current, software evolution has been regarded as continuous software reengineering, and software reengineering is the core technique for successful evolution of software systems. In general, software evolution can be composed of a series of phases, which can be seen as a combination of reverse engineering, functional restructuring and forward engineering.

In the process of reverse engineering, program comprehension techniques or formal assignment could be adopted, i.e., analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [102]; during the process of functional restructuring, abstraction and refactoring are utilised to implement program and model transformation, and transformation rules and specific language extension will be created and selected to support the implementation jobs; those traditional techniques can be used or improved in the process of forward engineering.

Obviously, the COE project cannot leave the above phases. Meanwhile, the software evolution for Cloud computing should be concluded from two phases, the process of “INTO” Cloud and “WITHIN” Cloud. The key evolution factors for each phase are needed to choose suitably. A Cloud computing environment can be seen as a three-dimensional paradigm based on the change of society computing tasks, hence, by the same principle, the software evolution approach should also be designed from a
three-dimensional one. According to the above analysis, systematic COE details are required to ensure the implementation by the researchers and developers. Up to date, little work in COE is completed and more problems are still waiting to be resolved.

During the research of COE project, the evolution is mainly affected by the problems between what the legacy software will do and how the legacy software will do it. The problems are shown as follows:

- Most legacy software systems are represented with inappropriate languages.
- Few research works consider the non-functional requirements, software functions and software model together in the COE process.
- Few discussions are considered on the dimensions of society computing tasks and computing environments.

Hence, a well-established technique and a novel evolution framework have become necessary for COE project and it is important to developing relevant approaches within the framework to support the successful implementation of software evolution process.

The success of a COE project depends on not only how well it fulfils the non-functional requirements and software functions, but also how well it runs in the relevant computing environments. In this research, a Cloud computing environment has been chosen as the running environment. Deploying a legacy system into Cloud and evolving within Cloud will be aided by a series of software evolution works. This research focuses on a three-dimensional paradigm, which contains two requirement changes and a software model, i.e., non-functional requirements (software qualities), software functions and MDA. During the three-dimensional paradigm, function dimension describes general business functions; software quality represents mainly the features of Cloud computing such as reliability, elasticity, adaptability and availability, etc; and the software model is at three levels as in MDA (CIM, PIM and PSM).

### 3.2 The Proposed Framework

During the software evolution process, the understanding of existing software (i.e., what the system does) is required to decide what to modify in the software based on the new
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requirements, software model and computing environments, and how to implement those modifications. To link the relationship among these three tasks, novel approaches are needed to improve the traditional evolution approach. For example, many earlier systems may only include a series of relevant requirements and model or may not have them at all. To coordinate the three-dimensional evolution, the specifications of requirements and model are essential, which can be prepared to support the COE process into and within Cloud environment.

As investigated, computing only works when the methodologies may be modelled correctly. It is known that computing has been advanced to such an extent that it can model very complex society, which is achieved by building corresponding models. In Table 3-1, society computing tasks from scientific computing, to personal computing and then to ubiquitous computing, this can be seen as from being one dimensional, two dimensional and then to three dimensional, are illustrated. Similarly, computing environment is also from one dimensional to three dimensional. It is proposed that Cloud computing can be seen as the three dimensional software paradigm after structured and OO paradigms. According to the same principle, the software evolution paradigm in a Cloud environment should also be three-dimensional.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Society (problem/application domain)</th>
<th>Computing Environment</th>
<th>Software Paradigm (e.g.)</th>
<th>Software Evolution (e.g.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-Dimensional</td>
<td>Scientific Computing</td>
<td>Single machine</td>
<td>Structured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-Dimensional</td>
<td>Personal Computing</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>OO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-Dimensional</td>
<td>Ubiquitous Computing</td>
<td>Cloud</td>
<td>Cloud platform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-1 Differences among Three Dimensional Models

In order to solve this program, it is now proposed that a three dimensional paradigm consists of function, quality and model. Function dimension represents usual business functions such as adaptation; quality represents mainly the features of Cloud such as trust, security, etc; and model is at the three levels as in MDA (CIM, PIM and PSM), which requires coordination with the other two dimensions. Figure 3-1 shows the
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The proposed evolution paradigm and the detailed extension of each dimension.

Based on this paradigm, the proposed COE framework around WSL is given in Figure 3-2. Other proposed frameworks and infrastructures based on the overall framework will be described in the following chapters, and related detailed discussion will be introduced in the following chapters. As seen in Figure 3-2, the proposed approach consists of the following main phases:

- **Legacy Service Analysis and Extraction**: This analysis of legacy systems from necessary and mainstream language paradigms such as OO and Service is responsible for judging the feasibility of COE approach and deciding whether the legacy systems are worth evolving.

- **Cloud-Oriented Service Migration**: First, legacy systems are analysed and PSM,
F and NFR are extracted via reverse engineering, which can be used in the following steps. PIM is abstracted from the original PSM but F and NFR do not change because nothing is operated on the two parts. In order to make the legacy software with the feature of Cloud application, certain required qualities for Cloud are needed to add in the transfer process between PIM and PIM_c, and program transformation is used to support the transfer. Then the new PIM_c and NFR_c can be generated with F remaining the same. The following chapters will describe it clearly. Next, forward engineering is used for the transfer process between PIM_c and PSM_c and the other two parts remain unchanged. Now, the software has been run in the Cloud environment. Secondly, the evolution is considered only based on the change of software functions which are normally to be added according to new requirements. The new PIM_{new} is obtained via combining the new functions and PIM_c with the abstraction techniques. During the process of generating PSM_{new}, it can be believed that software architecture is changed to reflect PSM_{new} being generated, which is done by changing the software architecture type or enhancing the existing architecture through pre-defined transformation rules. The detailed steps of implementing architecture modification will be introduced in the following chapter.

- **Cloud Services Integration:** In this process, the original legacy systems and new added requirements will be integrated via certain connectors in order to generate the Cloud services. The relevant techniques can be used to support it, i.e., code gluing and wrappers.

Then, combining the previous evolution framework of EA work, a general infrastructure is proposed in Figure 3-3, which describes the relationship of all parts of a Cloud computing system, including hardware components. The main work of this proposed approach focuses on the top two layers.
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Figure 3-2 COE Approach
3.2.1 Legacy System Analysis and Extraction

Exiting software may not totally meet all the requirements of Cloud service, and this process aims to assess and discover the reusable software assets, including software models and requirements in legacy system, and reuse them in the Cloud service implementation. Therefore, if a legacy system is selected to conduct the COE process, this phase of assessment and identification will be performed. Traditional assessment techniques such as AHP and reverse engineering techniques such as programming slicing and software clustering or ontology [84] are applied in this part. This procedure of assessment and identification based Cloud oriented evolution is applied on the preparation before the COE execution by the following objectives:

- Legacy systems should have valuable and reliable requirements with reusable business logic, which can satisfy the needs of COE by assessment.
- The functional and non-functional requirements within legacy components should be more powerful and meaningful to be exposed in Cloud environment from the view of stakeholder and developer.
- Compared to the whole legacy systems, reusable legacy components extracted from legacy systems can be more maintainable.
The acquired Cloud applications can run on different Cloud platforms or vendor products.

In this part, there are two tasks that are accomplished:

I. **Analysis**: This needs to decide whether the legacy systems are able to be selected to move into Cloud environments. The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) has been popular and widely used for many years, especially in judgement analysis. It is a mathematical decision-making technique. Although it has some limitations such as AHP assuming independent criteria and involving many efforts, it can still be utilised in this paper because the selected criteria from Cloud features are not many. Utilising AHP, when comparing two styles $s_1$ and $s_2$, a value of 1 is assigned if $s_1$ is equally important as $s_2$, and the value of 9 is represented if $s_1$ is strongly favoured over $s_2$. Values between 1 and 9 indicate different relationships between two styles. The final stage is to calculate a ratio to show how consistent the judgements have been relative to large samples of random judgements. If the ratio is much in excess of 0.1 [111], the judgements are untrustworthy. The detailed content and ratio calculation can be required in [111]. With AHP’s support, the engineers can make a better decision on whether the legacy systems can be selected before the practice process. The details will be discussed in Chapter 4.

II. **Legacy Component Extraction**: Traditional reverse engineering techniques will be utilised to understand a software system, i.e., code content, algorithms, structures and comments. Generally speaking, there are a series of extraction techniques and capturing, such as program slicing, data mining [54], software ontology, software clustering, and concept assignment [49] and so on. In this research, the program slicing technique is used to decompose a system, to understand a program and requirements, eliminate dead code and make the selected segment functions with the given criteria. This research also utilises a software clustering technique that is used to group a large number of code segments from program slicing and capture reusable legacy components with software models, software qualities and software functions. The proposed identification framework in this research includes legacy component unit (LCU),
source code segments, requirements information and the relationships among them, which will be introduced in Chapter 4.

### 3.2.2 Cloud Oriented Service Migration

After the legacy components analysis and extraction, these components have to be migrated into a Cloud environment and continue to evolve within Cloud environments in order to implement Cloud oriented evolution. This part presents the approach for migrating and evolving legacy components to reuse in Cloud environments.

For the process of evolving into a Cloud environment, assuming legacy software is valuable to be evolved after the assessment from the features of Cloud such as reliability, elasticity, adaptability and availability, etc., the process of representing, restructuring, extracting and transforming has been applied. During the whole operating process, WSL extension and transformation rules play a very important role in the evolution procedure.

Code of legacy software mostly includes many redundant information and operations such as procedure format, string operations, conditional operations, file handling operations and so on. In order to extract a software model, software functions and software qualities effectively, WSL extension with WSL semantic is used to represent a legacy code and complete the domain special analysis. Related transformation rules are adopted to implement the specification.

With the WSL representation of legacy code, the migration task is prepared to begin. Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) is used on the WSL representation. For the AST, there are three types of nodes, Isolated Nodes, Called Nodes only and Calling Others Only. The isolated nodes can easily be extracted and analysed. The other two nodes are more difficult to handle. Both bottom-up and top-down approaches can help to deal with these two nodes. The bottom-up method will be effective to find the called nodes, while the top-down method will be able to deal with the calling ones. Utilising them together can provide support to each other and avoids incomplete extractions. Meanwhile, the two slicing algorithms are proposed to extract reusable models, function components and other valuable information during the process of bottom-up and top-down. After the
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extraction, the reusable models are wrapped and marked as Classes, Procedures, or Actions by WSL, which can be used as the following transformation phase.

The representation, specification and extraction, PSM, functional components and NFR of legacy software have now been extracted. To implement the evolution into a Cloud environment, the more abstract PIM is better to complete the evolution, because the special context has been reduced and new requirements from NFR of a Cloud environment can be added into PIM. During this phase, the three-dimensional parts will change software model and NFR but keep the software function. There are two stages that include transferring requirements in PIM and transferring PIM to PSM. The transformation rules are defined to guide the transformation process.

The following stage that can be seen in Figure 3-2, which also includes the process of evolving within a Cloud environment, is how to handle the evolution after the legacy components are migrated into the Cloud environment. This process begins with the acquired PSM in the last phase. In this phase, the legacy components have got the required Cloud features and hence NFR will not change. This stage will be completed through software model and software functions. When new functions are needed, the transformation will still be applied between PIM and PSM. WSL is also utilised to restructure the applications in the Cloud paradigms. As known, non-functional requirements are much easier to add and improve the code change without the modification of the whole system architecture. However, it will be hard to handle software function change with software models. Once new functions are needed by applications in a Cloud paradigm, software architecture may require changing, too. Therefore, this part chooses to use how to change software architecture to fulfil the final implementation. Considering changing architecture style [42] or enhancing architecture has been proposed in Section 5.3.2.1. Currently, there are few researches that discuss how to transform architecture style to fulfil the functions changes. This thesis proposes a novel approach for transforming the architecture style based on previous works[149, 156]. A decision-making algorithm on how to choose architecture style and the related transformation rules will be depicted in detail in the following chapters. Finally, the whole evolution into and within a Cloud environment will recur if the system becomes legacy or a new function or NFR is needed. All the processes will be supported by EA
3.2.3 Cloud-Oriented Service Integration

Generally speaking, Cloud service integration is fairly straightforward. The extracted and reimplemented legacy system components can be wrapped and integrated into preferable service architecture, i.e., Cloud oriented architecture (COA) and Service-oriented architecture (SOA). In this study, the legacy services and reimplementation services can be composed via built connectors in order to construct the target system. Interface building, wrapper and code gluing techniques can be utilised to implement this process. XML, WSDL and Java can be applied to wrap, build and implement the needs. The more detailed integration will not be discussed in this thesis because this research mainly focused on the issue of evolving the legacy services into and within a Cloud paradigm. In other words, the integration techniques can easily be adopted through the existing research. During this phase, the COA has been given in Figure 3-4. The related introduction will be described in Chapter 7 and the processes of how to wrap service and build and invoke interface will be also discussed. Meanwhile, that chapter also discusses the integration on two types of Cloud paradigms such as a public and a private one, which can be representative to prove the proposed approach can satisfy the requirements of current enterprise.

Figure 3-4 Proposed Cloud Oriented Architecture
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3.3 Summary

The necessity of establishing the reusing of legacy components is discussed. The concerned COE is defined, which could include two parts in the migration process. One is how to evolve a legacy system into a Cloud environment and the other is how to implement the evolution within a Cloud environment. Meanwhile, the related work is also introduced.

According to the requirement analysis, a novel COE approach has been proposed in this chapter. This approach mainly contains three stages, which are the assessment and identification stage, service reimplementation stage, and service integration stage. Some domain logic analysis and assessment methods, software reengineering (a combination of reverse engineering and forward engineering) methods, and intelligent information process methods and techniques (such as knowledge representation, abstraction, programming transformation, etc.) are applied to implement COE projects:

- **Analysis and legacy component extraction**, - this is the process of assessing whether legacy system is valuable to start the evolution, and identifying reusable components from legacy systems, i.e., a series of class code segments, functional components and non-functional requirements of a system. Through the identification process, the recovery of models, functions and NFR can be extracted from source code. If this process cannot be conducted, the following evolution will be hindered. The understanding and composition of components are adopted to implement the identification. Related techniques and proposed algorithms are used to support the implementation. The acquired results will be prepared to start the next stages.

- **Cloud-oriented service migration**, - the software reengineering techniques that contain reverse engineering and forward engineering are composed to complete the evolution task. A three-dimensional software evolution paradigm is proposed to satisfy the complex Cloud computing paradigm, which is discussed from the three dimensions, software model, software qualities and software functions. To guarantee the evolution process is completed for a Cloud environment, two phases in this stage are proposed. One is to migrate the legacy component into the Cloud
environment and to consider the changes between software models and software qualities but to keep the software functions. The other is to continue to evolve within the Cloud environment once the software function and software model have improved with the fixed software qualities. Furthermore, the rules for model transformation and architecture change, and the supported algorithms are defined in the whole process. Meanwhile, the general evolution infrastructure for Cloud paradigm based EA is also proposed to be given in this part.

Typically, how to evolve the legacy system into and within a Cloud environment is crucial since it is important to choose the appropriate programming languages for the representation and the satisfied software architecture style. To facilitate the two complex tasks, an extension based WSL is developed to represent the legacy system and complete the transformation with relevant rules. It can embrace the efficient libraries for specifying the reusable legacy services. Moreover, the discussion on architecture style and the choice on deciding architecture style change are first drawn into the process of architecture change and the method for style selection is proposed to support the decision.

Cloud-oriented services integration, - it is the final stage where newly built services and the existing services can be integrated together and involved to serve the users and enterprise. How to define the service interface and to implement it will be depicted and the COA is proposed. Different types of Cloud platforms are chosen to prove the integration is adaptive.

The proposed approach has been regarded as a semi-automatic process that involves a series of manual work on the representation from domain analysis, and automatic transformation with defined rules can be implemented with tool support. For quantitative methods of this work, these are reflected by completing the reimplementation step of the chosen legacy system with relevant programming language support to generalize the results. For qualitative methods of this work, these respond to the assessment and identification about why and what related questions are discussed.
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Objectives

✧ To introduce the process of legacy system analysis.
✧ To propose an AHP based on Cloud features for determining feasibility of legacy components.
✧ To describe the process of legacy system Extraction.
✧ To present the slicing rules and algorithms for obtaining reusable legacy assets.
✧ To retarget reusable legacy components for evolution.

4.1 Overview

In Cloud computing development, software requirements and implementation will sometimes seem reconciled. This leads to difficulties for software evolution tasks in Cloud computing environments. In general, for Cloud applications, the required Cloud features imply that migrating existing legacy systems into a Cloud environment needs to decide whether the legacy components are able to satisfy the corresponding features of the Cloud. Some outdated systems may not be suitable to evolve since a lot of effort is needed to be applied to them and developing new systems can fulfil the requirements of stakeholders and business. Therefore, it is very important to make an assessment that helps the choice on selecting the applicable legacy systems for the evolution. During the assessment process in this chapter, many criteria and sub criteria are required to rank the alternatives of the decisions. To decide whether the legacy components can evolve into Cloud applications, the related criteria should have a relationship with the Cloud features, NFR and stakeholders’ requirements. In order to weigh the priorities of the alternatives on the selected criteria, the selection of suitable computing techniques is
still a challenging task. In this task, an assessment framework based on relevant requirements is built and the assessment process is described.

On the other hand, reverse engineering, a well-known technique in software engineering, aims to understand and identify the functions and behaviour of a legacy system through a source code. Identifying the legacy systems is used to extract reusable existing components. Analysis and decomposition are included in this process. In order to discover the reusable information and prepare for the following evolution, the improved program slicing techniques and software clustering techniques are applied on the mining process in this chapter.

### 4.2 Legacy System Analysis

#### 4.2.1 The Problem

As introduced in Chapter 2, a legacy system is the system that was developed in the past or has become outdated in the business area. Typically, many systems become legacy because of modern software engineering methods’ use and dynamic requirement change. In order to implement the reuse of them, the assessment and understanding of legacy components are very crucial in the beginning stage of the evolution. Software assessment has been used to obtain an understanding of a legacy system, which is suitable for any approach to software evolution. The assessment method can judge and decide the evolution from a system’s technical quality, internal requirements, external requirements and its required characteristics.

Making decisions about the assessment of a legacy system has become one initial concern for those enterprises that own the legacy systems. Therefore, it is necessary to address problems concerning the choice of the supporting legacy software systems, e.g., choosing legacy systems and migrating them into Cloud environments. The aim is to integrate the legacy systems with required business requirements and reuse them to reduce the cost and time of developing. However, many existing approaches do not consider the decision strategy in the evolution process. They only regard the legacy system evolution as a stand-alone problem. In fact, the software evolution can be caused by mediations in business processes and by keeping them usable in a changed or
changing environment. Hence it cannot be avoided without deciding whether these modifications are valuable. To assist the legacy system assessment to fulfil those modifications based on Cloud features, an assessment method based on AHP technique is proposed to complete the legacy system assessment from the related aspects, i.e., internal requirements, external requirements and business values.

4.2.2 Proposed Assessment Method

4.2.2.1 AHP Technique

The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) has been regarded as a structured technique for organising and analysing complex decisions. It was developed by Thomas L in the 1970s [112], which is based on mathematics and psychology, and it has been studied and refined by many researchers since then. It is a theory of measurement through complex comparisons to get the priority scales which can be used to judge the final decisions. The technique has been used widely in many fields, such as business, industry, education and so on. Using AHP will help the decision makers find the result that best suits their goal and their understanding of a detailed problem. It provides a comprehensive and rational framework for structuring a decision to represent and quantify its elements, which have the relationships with those elements and alternative solutions. Once the hierarchy is built, the decision makers can systematically assess its various elements by comparing them through converting those evaluations to number values, calculating the number values, and using the priorities gained from the comparisons to decide whether these criteria can achieve their goal. During the process of making the comparisons, the decision makers cannot only use concrete data about the elements based on the selected criteria, but also they typically use their judgment about the elements' relative meaning and importance from the expert’s advice and business activities. With its advantages, legacy system assessment can adopt AHP to evaluate and decide the feasibility and value on evolving them into a Cloud computing environment. This thesis utilises it to implement the assessment objective and to propose the assessment method based on AHP.

In order to know about AHP, the general procedure is introduced as follows:

1. Define the problem and model it as a hierarchy, which includes the decision goal,
the alternatives for achieving it and the criteria for assessing the alternatives.

2. Construct priorities among the elements of the hierarchy based on pair wise comparisons among the elements.

3. Test the consistency of the judgements.

4. Continue this process to get a final decision.

It is the essence of AHP that human judgment, and not just the underlying information, can be used in performing the evaluations.

Once the problem or model has been constructed as a hierarchy, each judgement needs to be completed based on a scale rating. According to the description in [112], a scale of numbers is required, which can be used to indicate how many times more important one element is over another one during the comparison process. Table 4-1 exhibits the scale.

The Saaty scale is a basic, but very reasonable, assumption is that if attribute X is absolutely more important than attribute Y and is rated at 8, then Y must be absolutely less important than X and is valued at 1/8.

These pair wise comparisons are carried out for all considered factors, usually not more than 7 because the result can be found clearly after 6. The acquired matrix is of a very specific form which neatly supports the calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensity of Importance</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Equal Importance</td>
<td>Two factors contribute equally to the objective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,3</td>
<td>Somewhat More Important</td>
<td>Experience and judgment slightly favour one over the other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,5</td>
<td>Much More Important</td>
<td>Experience and judgment strongly favour one over the other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,7</td>
<td>Very Much More Important</td>
<td>Experience and judgment very strongly favor one over the other. Its importance is</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Next, the pair-comparison matrix would be obtained through utilising AHP based on the rating scale through the expert’s advice and enterprise requirements. Using pair-comparison is ready for establishing the priorities measures for given criteria and decision alternatives. Once the matrix is developed, the priorities can be calculated by the relevant mathematic procedure. The AHP regards this part as synthesisation. After the priorities are required, the judgements for the criteria and alternatives can be decided. However, it is also important to consider the correctness of judgement. Therefore, the final stage is to compute a Consistency Ratio (CR) to test how consistent the judgements are on the given criteria and decision alternatives. If the CR is much in excess of 0.1, the judgements are untrustworthy because they are too close to decide and repeating the exercise should be considered. For the calculation of priorities and CR, Saaty has given the general introduction. In order to make the decision closer to human congestive behaviour, fuzzy logic theory [74] is suggested to combine with Saaty’s method. This thesis will not consider adopting fuzzy AHP because the general Saaty judgement is enough to complete the assessment for legacy service value with Cloud pros and current enterprise development trends. The procedure of synthesising judgement and estimating CR are introduced as follows.

**The procedure of synthesising judgement:**

1. Calculate the values of each column in pair-comparison matrix.
2. Normalise the matrix through dividing each element by its column sum.
3. Calculate the average of each row in the normalised matrix. The obtained average in each row will be used to decide the priorities.

**The procedure of estimating CR:**

1. Multiply each column with corresponding priority and calculate each acquired
column as the weighted sum, for example, the first column with the obtained priority of the first item.

2. Divide the elements of the vector of the weighted sums by the relevant priorities values.

3. Average the values obtained by step 2 and make it as $\lambda_{\text{max}}$.

4. Compute the Consistency Index (CI), which is defined as

$$CI = \frac{\lambda_{\text{max}} - n}{n - 1},$$

$n$ represents the number of the compared item.

5. Compute the CR, which is defined as

$$\text{CR} = \frac{CI}{RI}$$

$RI$ represents random index, which is the CI of randomly generated comparison matrix and depends on the number of items. The values of $RI$ have been randomly generated by Saaty [112].

Finally, if the value of Consistency Ratio is smaller or equal to 10%, the inconsistency can be seen as acceptable. If the Consistency Ratio is over 10%, the subjective judgment needs to be revised.

### 4.2.2.2 Proposed Assessment Framework for Analysis

With the above description of the AHP technique, this section introduces the assessment method to decide whether the legacy system is valuable to choose the proposed evolution approach. For this proposed AHP assessment, the goal is to decide whether the selected legacy system can be available to evolve into a Cloud service based on the proposed approach. The process is extended into three directions, application, external environment and internal environment. Meanwhile, the related criteria should be chosen for each direction. The criteria will be composed by the existing attributes of a legacy system shown in Figure 2-3 and the required features of Cloud. Besides the ISO’s software qualities, Cloud features can be viewed from five categories which are Cloud infrastructure, Cloud platform, Cloud storage, Cloud applications and Cloud core.
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solutions.

- **Cloud infrastructure** is regarded as virtual servers in the Cloud. It can support the large-scale applications or processes. For large-scale applications, Myspace or Facebook; for large-scale processing, running test simulations for automobile manufacturing or aircraft. The most important advantage is the virtualisation, thereby removing the need to purchase or maintain hardware.

- **Cloud platform** has the ability to build, deploy, test, run, and handle applications in the Cloud. It is a highly-scalable and low-cost development environment for Web-based applications and services. It is feasible to consider Cloud platforms as a highly developed structure of Web hosting, with more scalability and availability than the normal Web-host type.

- **Cloud Storage** mentions any type of data storage that can be placed in the Cloud. It offers a series of benefits, i.e., the ability to store and recover large amounts of data in any location at any time. The services are inexpensive, fast and almost infinitely scalable; however, there are issues which also exist, such as reliability when even the best services sometimes fail, and the transaction support that needs to be widely used in business.

- **Cloud applications** exist either partially or fully within the Cloud, and utilises Cloud services to realise centre features within the application. It can often eliminate the need to install and run the application locally, thereby reducing the cost and time for software maintenance, deployment and management. SaaS is the main type used for Cloud applications, and rich clients can be installed on a PC to interact with external services.

- **Cloud core solutions** can support Cloud-based services, such as identity management, mapping, search, service-to-service integration, business process management, and so on. They may have the potential to replace existing service models in the future.

Each category above also has a series of Cloud attributes. When the developers decide to migrate the legacy system into Cloud computing environments, these Cloud attributes are very vital standards for the proposed project. There are two aspects that have been
concluded from this research.

1. Validate whether cloud services are suitable for the evolution while mapping legacy application's attributes to Cloud attributes.

2. Evaluate Cloud service providers to establish whether they can host the evolved applications and identify which types of services are available from the chosen providers, and then decide specific implementation attributes of the legacy systems.

The related attributes of each Cloud category will be introduced in the following content. Next, how to implement the assessment process is proposed. The whole procedure will start from a legacy system, and then decision-making management completes the decision, finally, the final result is collected in assessment management, which is for the following evolution process. A practical framework is shown in Figure 4-1.

![Figure 4-1 Layer Framework for Legacy System Assessment](image)

In the above figure, a legacy system is selected first; then the decision-making management mechanism is conducted based on the chosen assessment methods, such as AHP. Utilising AHP techniques extends the assessment through three factors, application, external environment and internal environment. Each factor has its own
criterion and those criteria can be interactive, which will decide the alternatives. Once the alternatives are acquired, the decision results are collected by the assessment management mechanism and the developers can discover what to do in the next phase.

The core elements of this framework are introduced as follows:

- **Application Assessment**—This part is viewed as application software of a legacy system, and provides a scale for the level at which assessment is performed. The levels can be divided into a system level and a subsystem level. For the system level, the assessment will not consider the subsystem parts. For the subsystem level, each legacy system may include a series of subsystems and only a few parts are considered in the assessment. For the criteria about the two levels, they can be referenced by ISO quality in Figure 2-3 based on the opinion of an expert or developer.

- **External Environment** — The external technical environment of a system can be comprised by hardware, infrastructure of the organisation and the support platform. In this paper, the external environment has been decided as a Cloud computing environment. Therefore, the assessment criteria for Cloud paradigm choice are considered from the five Cloud categories. Before deciding the evolution into and within the Cloud computing environment, the legacy system mapping attributes should be supported by the Cloud category. If the chosen legacy system cannot map with Cloud attributes or the selected Cloud computing paradigm cannot satisfy the final purpose, the developers need to change or give up on the evolution plan. In order to perfect the process, the assessment criteria for the selected Cloud categories are concluded based on Berkeley’s view [4] in Figure 4-2. The information can be referenced while deciding to evolve the legacy system to certain Cloud computing environments.
### Internal Environment

The goal of this part is to determine the value of the legacy system to the business from the internal actors’ view. Generally speaking, once old systems become outdated, the enterprise should consider whether it is valuable to increase the time and cost of maintenance. Evolution or Redesign is the choice that is needed to determine by the internal business process. This internal environment assessment can be carried out at two levels that are high level and detailed level. A high level assessment focuses on global perspective by expert opinion but lacks the detailed analysis on subsystems. The detailed level assessment considers the cost, the change, the future services, the technical capability and reputation and so on.

Following the above assessment methodology, the decision is to investigate a legacy HRM (human resource management) system that was written in Java and is free to use for academic purpose in CSDN and is free to developers [35]. The goal is to decide...
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whether the HRM system can be selected to implement the Cloud service. Figure 4-3 gives the process of the proposed assessment approach on a practical project. It is important to discuss the criteria in the figure for the HRM in a Cloud environment [105], the AHP Hierarchy is built and the final decision is obtained by the mathematic computation.

![Diagram of Migrating HRM to Cloud](attachment:image)

**Figure 4-3 AHP Assessment Hierarchy**

In the above figure, three alternatives have been listed, which are full evolution, partly evolution and redesign. Each alternative is affected by ten criteria. According to Saaty’s method, paired comparisons of the alternatives on each criteria can be made and converted to the scale of 1-9 based on expert opinion or business experience on HRM [105]. The normalised weights and synthesised results can be calculated based on Saaty’s theory. The detailed computation procedure is not described here and more information can be found in Saaty’s work. There are ten comparison matrices for the three alternatives with respect to all the criteria. The paper shows one of these ten matrices comparing the alternatives with respect to the criterion for improved “Performance” of ERP in Table 4-2, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4. The other criteria have
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the same calculation process.

The calculation process is described as follows:

Step 1: Sum the values of each column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Evolution</th>
<th>Part Evolution</th>
<th>Redesigning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evolution</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part Evolution</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redesigning</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column Sum</td>
<td>17/4</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-2 Sum of Each Column

Step 2: Divide each element of the matrix by its column sum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Evolution</th>
<th>Part Evolution</th>
<th>Redesigning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evolution</td>
<td>4/17</td>
<td>2/9</td>
<td>4/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part Evolution</td>
<td>12/17</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>6/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redesigning</td>
<td>1/17</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>1/11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-3 Division of Each Element of the Matrix

Step 3: Average the elements in each row.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Evolution</th>
<th>Part Evolution</th>
<th>Redesigning</th>
<th>Priorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evolution</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part Evolution</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redesigning</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-4 Pair wise Comparison matrix for the Alternatives with Respect to Improved Performance
In Table 4-4, the most preferred alternative is part evolution, the second one is evolution and the final one is the choice of redesigning.

The CR (consistency ratio) is needed to compute. The computing process is given as follows:

Step 1: Multiply each value in each column of the matrix by corresponding priority.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1/3 & 4 & 0.835 \\
0.274 & 3 & +0.639 & 1 & +0.087 & 6 = 2.003 \\
1/4 & 1/6 & 1 & 0.262
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Step 2: Divide the result obtained in step 1 by the corresponding priority.

\[
\frac{0.835}{0.274} = 3.047 \\
\frac{2.003}{0.639} = 3.134 \\
\frac{0.262}{0.087} = 3.011
\]

Step 3: Compute \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \).

\[
\lambda_{\text{max}} = \frac{3.047+3.134+3.011}{3} = 3.063
\]

Step 4: Compute consistency index (CI)

\[
CI = \frac{3.063-3}{3-1} = 0.0315
\]

Step 5: Compute the consistency ratio (CR). RI is the random index given by Saaty [112], the value can be obtained from his work.

\[
CR = \frac{CI}{RI} = \frac{0.0315}{0.58} = 0.054
\]

Above all, the CR can be computed as 0.054, which is smaller than the 10% that is defined as the measurement error [112]. The result represents the assessment that evolving ERP Cloud service is feasible. For HRM, rich clients can be installed on an individual PC or enterprise, and the server can be put into the Cloud environment that provides large storage and virtual servers to save the cost and time of new requirements. Once the final alternative is determined, the result can be obtained from the assessment mechanism. The following identification and decomposition for the legacy system can be carried out.
4.3 Legacy System Extraction for Cloud Service

4.3.1 Legacy System Investigation

After the determining stage, the analysis for a selected legacy system is used to understand the current system and designing a decomposition strategy for the reusable legacy assets identification. It is crucial because legacy systems can be implemented by different building approaches and programming languages, many of them do not have clear specifications.

The adopted analysis can be divided into global analysis and partial analysis in this research. Global analysis is used to identify the developing solutions and special strategies by the code and architecture design of the legacy system. Partial analysis has been utilised as a process in which information related to a system being developed is identified, captured and reorganised with the purpose of reusing legacy assets for new systems. It can find the common and variable parts in a domain, which can be helpful for reuse of them in the same application domain. Based on this analysis process, some business functional modules are identified to be valuable and reusable, which are needed to be decomposed and captured for new systems.

4.3.2 Slicing for Decomposition

The concept of a program slice was described by Welser [142], and has been found to be helpful in decomposing a program by the analysis of its control and data flow. Based on Weiser’s original definition, a program slice contains all statements in the program P that may affect the value of \( x \) at point \( p \). To be more specific, a program slice \( S \) is defined as a reduced, executable program obtained from \( P \) and it repeats part behaviour of \( P \). Program slicing is an established technique for reverse engineering. With its support, legacy systems can be divided into useful parts and useless assets. For the proposed approach of Cloud oriented evolution, program slicing is used to decompose a legacy system in order to understand the program, select code segments and remove the dead code independently. More specifically, program slicing is adopted to identify and choose the useful segments, which can be extracted and redefined to satisfy the service requirements by reverse engineering and forward engineering. In the proposed
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approach, the rule of program slicing is based on dividing the system into independent and high reusable parts. Each part can be evolved and served as Cloud service resources. All the parts could be connected with each other and integrated flexibly in existing Cloud services.

The program slicing in this thesis refers to the software systems written in object oriented languages, such as Java. This proposed approach adopts the thinking of combining static and dynamic slicing methods that use the dynamic data flow analysis and static control flow analysis to handle the selected object oriented systems in this thesis. For OO system, utilising dynamic data dependence (DD) analysis can extract the values of all the variables on the execution and the static control dependence (CD) analysis could save the time to record the execution.

To handle CD analysis, the CD relations are extracted between statements and a program dependence graph (PDG) is constructed, which has CD edges only. In order to deal with dynamic DD analysis, this research does not adopt the Cache Table as proposed by OHATA [104]. This thesis utilises the abstract syntax tree (AST), which can get all the variables of a source program and the relevant statements. AST View is able to integrate into an eclipse tool, which can support the dynamic DD analysis. On executing the statement of the AST view, when variable \( v \) is referred, and a DD edge is added with the node corresponding to \( s \) about \( v \), or a variable \( v \) is defined, the value \( v \) is updated to \( s \). Figure 4-4 shows an example of AST view in Eclipse tool, which can analysis the variables and their corresponding statements.
Next, the computation slicing process is described, and a slicing algorithm is proposed to support this process as follows in Table 4-5.

- **Step 1:** Prepare the defined and referred variables extraction.
- **Step 2:** Construct each statement of PDG without edges, and statically extract CD relations between statements and add CD edges to PDG.
- **Step 3:** Extract DD relations dynamically and add DD edges to PDG. Meanwhile, update CD relations about the override method after each program execution point and add CD edges to PDG.
- **Step 4:** Traverse PDG from the slicing criterion node, finally the slice would be extracted.

**Table 4-5 An Algorithm of Computation Slicing Process**

For dynamic DD analysis, an algorithm is also shown as follows in Table 5-4. The whole program of HRM is complex and there are about a thousand codes that make up
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the system. Here, only a part of code is given. Figure 5-5 shows a part of sample program and its slice for slicing criterion <57, jLabel 3>, red line marks relevant statements. The detailed process of slicing is described in this figure. The left (a) constructs the PDG of program with statements, CD and DD; and then (b) gives the slice based on PDG with the slicing algorithm. According to adopted slicing algorithm, each required variable/object/class/method can be sliced and prepared to reuse. The following section will discuss how to utilise software clustering to capture the sliced segments.

V(s) denotes statement s

On executing statement s,

If the variable of instance/class/localv is declared at s then
Mark V(s)

Elseif variable v is defined at s then
Update V(s)

ElseIf variable v is referred at s then
Add V(s) edge to PDG.

Table 4-6 An Algorithm of Dynamic DD analysis
4.3.3 Generating Dendrogram of Legacy System with Hierarchical Cluster

Software clustering technique can group a large number of entities in a dataset into clusters by their relationships and similarity. It can capture reusable legacy segments with the dendrogram generation by hierarchical cluster slicing analysis.

Before applying the hierarchical cluster technique, the entities are collected and the similarities between entities with the cluster method must be defined. For defining similarly, the methods such as single-link and complete-link are adopted. In the single-link method, the similarity of two clusters is the maximum similarity of an entity from the first cluster and an entity from the second cluster. Thus, two clusters are similar if some pairs of members are similar. In the complete-link method, the similarity of two clusters is the minimum similarity of an entity in the first cluster and an entity in the second cluster. Hence, the two clusters are similar if each pair of members is similar. All the similarities are computed based on similarity coefficients such as Jaccard [121] and Sorensen [120]. This chapter uses the Sorensen coefficient because it is more suitable while handling the OO programming. A brief computation of Sorensen coefficient is given as follow:
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\[ S_{ab} = \frac{2a}{(2a+b+c)} \]

\( a \) = number of species in both sites

\( b \) = number of species in second site only

\( c \) = number of species in first site only

In order to compute similarity coefficient, this chapter does not compute the distance between the entities but considers associating interconnected vectors for entities to generate a data matrix that is used to compute the Sorenson coefficient. The interconnected vector is constructed according to taking the relationships between the entities in the program. Utilising an interconnected match is more suitable and practical for OO language because the entities in OO language are defined, referred or invoked by the others. Next, select and merge two entities with the smallest Sorenson coefficient. While updating the similarities between a new cluster and the other entities, this research applies taking OR relationships to generate a new vector matrix for the new cluster. For example, \( E_1 \) invokes \( M_1 \) and \( E_2 \) invokes \( M_2 \) respectively, the \( E_1 \cup E_2 \) invoke \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) together. This method can avoid the information loss with interconnected relationships between the entities.

In order to implement the agglomerative cluster process, a cluster algorithm is proposed as follows:

1. Start with single clusters that include unmarked classes, objects or functional components.

2. Analyse two unmarked similarities with the distance between the entities.

3. Generate a new cluster by merging two entities through computing Sorenson coefficients.

4. Obtain new vector matrix through taking OR relationships for new cluster.

5. Update the similarity between the new cluster and unmarked cluster with the average of the single link and complete link

6. Repeat 2, 3, and 4 until there is only a cluster left.

The analysis processes begin at the bottom of the hierarchy. There are \( N \) (\( N \) is the
number of entities) clusters. In step 3 two clusters are joined. After N-1 steps all entities are contained in one cluster. Each cluster represents a node in the hierarchy. The hierarchy is a form of tree that is called as dendrogram. Then utilising cutting point slices the dendrogram into a leftmost and a rightmost entity. An entity could represent a subsystem, a class, an object, a variable, a data structure and so on.

According to above clustering algorithm, the agglomerative hierarchy cluster process in this research is given as:

1. Collecting the data matrix – For object oriented programs, the coupling information could be the attribute of class, the method of class, the instance of shared features. In input data matrix, the 1 entries show the relevant components are interconnected and the 0 entries show there is no interconnection among the components. They can be collected from the generated PDG analysis of program slicing. Hence, an array vector is created, which helps to merge clusters with the following coefficients.

2. Computing the similar coefficients– To handle the similarity between entities, the corresponding matches between two entities are computed. This research adopts the calculated method based on Sorenson coefficient. As described in Sorenson coefficient, let \( x \) denote 1 to 1 match, which means the mutual relations matched in two entities. Similarly, denote \( y, z, w \) as 1 to 0, 0 to 1 and 0 to 0, which represent the corresponding match between the entities. Let \( sim_{ab} \) be the similar coefficient for entity \( a \) and \( b \). The 0 to 0 a show there is no commonalities and is ignored here. Thus, \( sim_{ab} = \frac{2x}{2x+y+z} \).

3. Executing the proposed clustering algorithm– Update the similarities based on the combination of the single-link method and the complete-link method. Then, generate the dendrogram of legacy code. Finally, the cutting point is decided to extract the reusable functional components. So far, the cutting point is determined by the user’s requirements and the architect’s view.

Figure 4-6 shows the vector matrix construction of sliced legacy segments according to the interconnection relationship between entities. Figure 4-7 gives the process of merging and updating the cluster and Figure 4-8 describes a dendrogram. For the
merging and updating cluster process, three entities are taken as examples, E23, E24, E40 and E42 whose vectors can be found in Figure 4-6, the corresponding similarities are computed by Sorenson coefficient in Figure 4-7. After the first merging E24 and E40, the vector is updated for a new cluster and other entities. Then, repeat the merging process. E (24, 40) and E42 are merged together. The computing process will utilise the Sorenson coefficient method.

Figure 4-6 Vector Matrix Construction of Entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E23</th>
<th>E24</th>
<th>E40</th>
<th>E42</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E42</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E23</th>
<th>E24</th>
<th>E40</th>
<th>E42</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E24</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E42</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E23 \ E(24,40) \ E42
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E23</th>
<th>E(24,40)</th>
<th>E42</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E(24,40)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E(42)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ei represents the entity in Figure 5.5
4.4 Retargeting for Cloud Service Evolution

Generally, retargeting involves the activities among reverse engineering, restructuring and forward engineering. According to the legacy system identification, the retargeting in this research involves restructuring and the beginning of forward engineering.

In this research, Cloud computing is seen as the result of evolution and adoption of existing paradigms and techniques. The goal of Cloud is to allow users to take advantages from all of these technologies and the Cloud aims to reduce costs, and support the users focus on their business interests instead of being blocked by IT difficulties. The users can obtain their services through the Cloud client, such as IaaS, PaaS or SaaS. A legacy system is an application program that can be well-defined and well-accepted within Cloud service engineering. Despite its poor compatibility and effectiveness for modern business development, it is also utilised because of cutting the cost and time of redesign for a new system. The developers just choose the components
they require and reuse them to construct a new system.

The users’ new requirements such as functional and non-functional requirements are added on top of the software model (PIM) when the system is reengineering, and these requirements are implemented by a number of program codes or architecture restructuring. These resources can be obtained from the reuse components. Since those requirements are handled at a specification level, this stage is seen as restructuring that includes translation, abstraction, and transformation and so on.

Normally, reverse engineering is the main push of reengineering because it can resolve a series of difficult problems, such as program understanding, identification and so on. Forward engineering can always be completed with existing software development techniques. Obviously, the proposed reengineering approach mainly focuses on extracting useable components, restructuring them and integrating with requirements and newly developed components. Finally, the evolution is retargeted in the Cloud environment.

4.5 Summary

The analysis and extraction of a legacy system are very important before the Cloud service oriented evolution. There are huge amounts of legacy software applications which must be understood to decide whether they are suitable and valuable to evolve and for reusable components to be extracted for Cloud service oriented application. In order to assess and identify the useful components hidden in a legacy system, this chapter proposed an assessment approach to decide the legacy system in a Cloud environment and adopt the techniques of program slicing with improved algorithm and software clustering for analysing and capturing legacy components. Although those techniques are not very new, the improved activities support ensures the proposed process efficiently. The contents covered in this chapter are concluded as follows:

- Firstly, analyse the problem for the assessment and propose a legacy system assessment approach based on AHP with three aspects including application, internal environment and external environment. The assessment framework combines the features of Cloud categories to judge whether and which types of
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legacy systems are suitable to evolve into Cloud services. The whole process is very important for the proposed approach because it is the judgement stages that can help the developers select the legacy systems.

- Secondly, combine the static and dynamic program slicing techniques to decompose a program as an initial step for the evolution of legacy systems. An improved slicing algorithm is proposed to analyse the legacy code. The PDG analysis is used to represent program and slicing processes.

- Thirdly, software clustering techniques are adopted to acquire the corresponding legacy code segments. The agglomerative hierarchical clustering method is used to extract the independent components. The hierarchical structure is shown by a dendrogram. The architect’s view and users’ requirements help to decide the cutting point in the dendrogram. Reverse engineering plays a vital role in the process.

- Fourthly, the retargeting process for Cloud service oriented evolution is introduced, which is taken as a guide for the following evolution activities.
Chapter 5  Cloud Oriented Service Migration

Objectives

✧ To present the evolution process into Cloud environment.
✧ To describe the evolution process within Cloud environment.

5.1 Overview

In the literature review, there is little work that has been done on how to consider a three-dimensional evolution through the matching relationship among software functions, software qualities and software models. No suitable method or solution can be adopted in this area. Meanwhile, no systematic research discusses the evolution into and within computing environments together. Thus, two phases’ evolution processes are contributed in this Chapter. The defined rules for supporting the whole process are utilised to implement the Cloud service purpose.

After the analysis and identification stage, the legacy code segments with reusable information are sliced and captured, and they can be utilised to handle NFRs and software functions. The following stage will complete the Cloud service implementation. In this Chapter, the details of handling the relationships among software functions, software qualities and software models will be described, which includes the corresponding algorithms and rules.

5.2 Evolution Process into Cloud Environment

As seen in Figure 3-2, the first evolution phase can be described via the abstraction and transferring process with certain features for Cloud services. Legacy systems are analysed and PSM, functions and NFRs are extracted via reverse engineering in the
identification phase and PIM is abstracted from the original PSM but F and NFR do not change because nothing is operated on these two parts. For the abstraction, a set of rules are set to support the activity. In order to make legacy software with the feature of Cloud features, certain required qualities for Cloud are needed to add in the transfer process between PIM and PIMc, and the corresponding rules are defined to apply on the transfer step. Then the new PIMc and NFRc can be generated with functions remaining the same.

Hence, the actions between software models and NFR are the core of this phase. By the sliced legacy system, Figure 5-1 gives an extended framework to describe the extraction and transformation of software model, software functions and NFRs. The functions are assumed to remain the same and are not involved in the process. Only the extraction process is applied to them.

![Figure 5-1 An Extended Framework of Evolution into Cloud](image)

In this figure, a reverse engineering technique can be applied on the extraction process.
There are three parts that need to be extracted for the proposed framework, namely, $F$ represents functions that show what the system can do, NFRs show how the system can do it and a software model, and software models like PIM, PSM.

To extract functions, the design documents, user requirements and code for a software system can be used to complete the process. In the sliced code, the functional content can be obtained easily. Then the WSL representations of functions are translated from the source code. The transformation rules are all based on the SERG (Software Evolution Research Group in De Montfort University) work [138, 139, 140]. The function library can be interacted with extracted functions in time. The obtained CML (Common Modelling Language) [27] model can be translated into UML stored with an XMI format.

In order to analyse and extract NFRs of a legacy system, the ISO quality tree in Figure 2-3 is utilised as criteria to analyse the NFRs through design specifications and the views of the stakeholders in the sliced code. First, take any of eight main qualities in the ISO quality tree and compare with the information in the design specifications. A detailed introduction will be given to be analysed in Section 5.2.2. Next, the same action on functions is always applied on NFRs to obtained WSL representations of NFRs. Meanwhile, a NFRs library of Cloud is added into the existing NFRs for making the new system suitable in a Cloud environment. Finally, the NFRc (CML) is merged into PIM to generate new a PIM with transformation rules. In order to exchange information, XMI can also be used to store the new NFRc.

The PSM (UML) is extracted by the interconnection ship in the code, and it is stored in XMI format. Then the translation is applied from PSM (UML) to PSM (CML) with the same constructs. The following abstraction aims to acquire PIM (CML) to merge the added NFRc. Finally, the new PSMc (CML) can be established by forward engineering and stored in XMI format.

Before the introduction of each sub process, a few preparations are needed. As seen in the figure, there are two languages including WSL (Wide Spectrum Language) [146] and CML (Common Modelling language) that are used to complete the translation from source code to WSL, WSL to CML and UML to CML. CML is the extension of WSL.
kernel language for model management and is included in the WSL Modelling language (WML) based on SERG work, which has been proved to resolve the program transformation and model transformation respectively. The WML offers adequate modelling concepts for model transformation of OO and process-based programming. MetaWML is proposed by Feng [27], which supports a model transformation, which is the extension of MetaWSL [139] in SERG. Most constructs of CML are equivalent to UML entities and its syntax for class, process, relationship and model management can be obtained. The translation from WSL to CML is a process that transforms a program into a model with corresponding rules. The PSM (CML) to PIM (CML) is the process between model transformations with abstraction rules. All the final results are stored in XMI format for the information exchange. Since CML’s construct are equal to UML, the implementation of CML storing in XMI is easy to conduct. The following sub-sections introduce the details and relevant techniques, and the experiment in the case study in Chapter 7 provides the proof.

5.2.1 WSL Representation

WSL contains all the operations needed for a programming and specification language including Dijkstra’s guarded commands [148]. The intention is to structure a language that performs as an intermediate language while processing the legacy systems. It was designed for reengineering tasks that cover the following characters:

1. Simple, regular and formal semantics.
2. Clear and simple syntax.
3. A wide series of transformations with correctness conditions.
4. The ability to express low-level and high-level programs.

The WSL is built up in a series of layers from a small mathematically tractable WSL kernel language that can be extended by adding new constructs. This kernel language consists of the following primitive and compound statements:

- Assertion {P} – If the formula P is true, the statement terminates; otherwise, it aborts or never ends.
- Guard \([Q]\) – \([Q]\) is a guard statement, which has the ability to restrict previous non-determinism to the statements, whose condition for execution requires \(Q\).

- Add \(\{x\}\) – It adds the variables in \(X\) to the state space.

- Remove \(\{x\}\) – It removes the variables in \(X\) from the state space.

- Sequence: \((S_1:S_2)\) executes \(S_1\) followed by \(S_2\).

- Non-deterministic choice: selects \(S_1\) or \(S_2\) for execution, the choice being set non-deterministically.

- Recursion: The statement \(S_1\) may contain occurrences of \(X\) as one or more of its component statements. These statements represent recursive calls to the procedure whose body is \(S_1\).

Table 6-1 shows two examples of WSL representations and WSL statements which are easy to analyse and to understand the system, and the transformation in WSL program can be expressed in MetaWSL. Since CML is part of WML that is an extension of WSL kernel language, the MetaWSL transformations can also be applied to MetaWML.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAVA</th>
<th>WSL Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| public class HelloWorld {  
  public static void main(String[] args) {  
    System.out.println("Hello World");  
  }  
} | Proc==
PRINT("Hello World")
END
END |
| public class Sum {  
  public static void main(String[] args) {  
    int s = 0;  
    for(int i = 0; i<100; i++)  
      s +=i;  
    System.out.println("The sum is:" +s);  
  }  
} | Proc==
VAR < sum = 0 >:
  i := 1;
  WHILE i < 100 DO
    sum := (sum + i);
    i := (i + 1)
  OD;
PRINT(sum)
ENDVAR
END |

Table 5-1 Translation from Source Code to WSL

By the sliced legacy code segments, the architect can choose the needed information
and translate them into WSL representation according to the above description. The obtained WSL representation can be prepared in the following abstraction and transformation process.

While tracking the translating process, the sequence of translation is also important to advance efficiency and save time and cost. For the sliced legacy code, their relationships still exist through the PDG construction in Section 4.3.2. In the PDG, the isolated parts, called parts and calling other parts may be included. The isolated ones can be represented and migrated easily because they do not have any relationship with the others. The elements that are calling and called are more difficult to be migrated and a bottom-up selected algorithm has been given to resolve the problem in the previous work [147]. As is known, the nodes that are only called by others can easily be selected because there is only a single relationship in the program. Hence, the algorithm uses AST to show the construction of the sliced code.

In Table 6-2, a Flag [PE] is used as the mark of the nodes. If the value of Flag [PE] is 1, it shows the node belongs to called nodes and can be selected first and can prepare for WSL representation. If the value is 0, it shows the node belongs to the root node. If the value is -1, it shows the node belongs to calling others. After the algorithm is applied, and the entire called program nodes are distilled, it is necessary to wrap these programs and represent them in WSL. Then, the top nodes of distilled program nodes become the executable ones in AST, and the transfer process can continue. Following this operation, the root program is found and all the sliced legacy codes can be extracted and represented by WSL. The advantage of this method is that the relationships in the code cannot be confused and the properties can be saved fully after EWSL representation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input:</th>
<th>an AST of sliced legacy code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output:</td>
<td>Program node that are being called</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Traverse AST bottom-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Do While</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>//i is an integer variable; initial value is 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
//PE represents program nodes
//Flag [PE_i] == 1 indicates PE_i is the called one
//Flag [PE_i] == 0 indicates PE_i is the root
// Flag [PE_i] == -1 indicates PE_i is the calling one

2.1 IF(PE_1 call PE_2 & PE_2 call PE_3)

Flag [PE_3] == 1
Flag [PE_1] == 0
Flag [PE_2] == -1

Select PE_3

3. Repeat step 2 until Flag [PE] =0

ENDDO

Table 5-2 A Selected Algorithm for WSL Representation

5.2.2 CML Constructs

CML comprises two hierarchical levels: the process model and the object model. This research focuses on OO project and CML is suitable to use. The central concept of CML for the problem domain is the class that provides a common description for objects having the same properties. All the definitions in CML are found in WML [27] including WSL, CML, and ADL. Several main definitions for OO in CML are given below.

D. 6.1: \( T = (T, OP) \), where \( T \) is a set of type names and \( OP \) is a set of operations over \( T \). The types include class, interface, package, basic data types, etc.

D. 6.2: \( C = (C, \{A_c\}, \{95\}) \), where \( C \) a set of classes, \( A_c \) belongs to the attribute of class \( c \) and \( M_c \) describes class’s method.

D. 6.3: The attribute of class \( c \) can be defined \( A(a, t) \), where the attribute of “\( a \)” belongs to type \( t \).

D. 6.4: The method of class \( c \) with type \( t \) is defined \( m: t_c \).

D. 6.5: The relationship \( r \) between classes can be defined: \( r(c_2 \rightarrow c_1) \), where the class \( c_2 \)
is a subclass of $c_1$, "→" is a partial order among the classes.

**D. 6.6:** A system model is defined as $M = (\Sigma \mathcal{C}, \mathcal{A}_c, M_c, r)$, where each element definition can be found D.6.1-6.5.

**D. 6.7:** A system state for model transformation is a structure $\sigma (M) = (\sigma_c, \sigma_a, \sigma_m, \sigma_r)$.

An example of syntax for constructing model in CML based on BNF grammar \([F]\) is given in Figure 6-2.

```
Model_name ::= <IDENTIFIER>
View_element_decl_list ::= View_element_declaration ("," View_element_declaration)*
View_element_declaration ::= View_element_name (":" View_element_kind)
View_element_kind ::= <IDENTIFIER>
Package_declaration ::= <PACKAGE> Package_name Extension_one (Package_inheritance)? (Package_import)?
(Package_element_decl_list)? <END>
Package_inheritance ::= <INHERIT> Package_name ("," Package_name)*
Package_import ::= <IMPORT> Package_import_elem ("," Package_import_elem)*
Package_import_elem ::= Visibility Element_path (" as " Alias)? (FROM) Package_name
Element_path ::= Element_name (" as " Element_name)*
Element_name ::= <IDENTIFIER>
Alias ::= Element_name
Package_element_decl_list ::= <IS> (Package_element_decl)*
Package_element_decl ::= <CML >| Package_declaration | Interface_declaration | Class_declaration |
| Relation_declaration"
Comment_definition ::= <TEXT_MULTILINE> <ATTACHED> <TO> Element_name
```

Figure 5-2 Syntax for Constructing Model in CML

### 5.2.3 Mapping between UML to CML

CML is defined based on UML and the CML constructs are syntactically similar with UML components. Hence, it is not difficult to handle the mapping between them.

The purpose of the mapping between a UML component and CML constructs can be explained because CML also deals with the relationships among the source code, the restructured system and the reengineered new system. Meanwhile, UML in XMI format can convert to CML and CML in XMI is able to convert UML in UML tools. A partial mapping table between UML components and CML constructs are given in Table 6-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UML Component</th>
<th>CML Construct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Package</td>
<td>Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>Relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message</td>
<td>Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>Comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-3 A Partial Mapping between UML Component and CML Construct

5.2.4 Transformation from WSL to CML

The CML model is an OO model and WSL is a representation of a source code of a legacy system. In order to obtain CML model from EWSL code, the object class identification needs to be implementation. A CML construction method is proposed to perfect the current work in SERG research.

For the transformation, the key point is to identify possible object classes in the WSL code and restructure the variables and procedures in CML.

To facilitate the transformation, an improved transformation method based on [27] is given to extract the corresponding information from the WSL code and adding them into the CML object class. Compared to Feng’s [27] method, this method gives a computation of the common variables and procedures in a WSL code of legacy system, which can be more correct when generating the class in CML. The algorithm is similar with the proposed one in Chapter 4.3.3, but a few differences.

The steps of the extracting method are proposed as follows:

1. Define the Class name in CML model by the functions description in WSL.
2. Construct the data matrix for all the variables and procedures of WSL code respectively. Let “1 to 1” denote two variables or two procedures which have common data dependency or interaction, which means that the two variables should probably be assigned to the same class in CML, or that the two procedures should probably be assigned to the same class in CML, “0 to 0” for no relationships means that they should probably be assigned in different classes, “1 to 0” and “0 to 1” denote the single interaction between the procedures, which mean the two procedures should probably be assigned in two classes.

3. Generate a cluster through merging two variables or two procedures with “1 to 1” match.

4. Obtain the new data matrix for a new cluster by taking OR operations on the vector.

5. Update the similarities to decide whether other variables or procedures can be assigned to the same class like the acquired cluster.

6. Repeat 3, 4 and 5 until no variables or procedures are left.

7. Complete the transformation and add the merged variables or procedures in CML model in XMI format.

5.2.5 Extraction and Translation for Software Functions

From their introduction in literature, software functions mean what a system can do, and they will be found in design documents, user requirements and the source code. This research assumes the legacy systems do not lack these documents. The “verb-object” pair’s generation in the documents can be regarded as the functional contents description. For the selected HRM system by Java in the document, “A HRM includes department management, employee management…..” Then the pairs can be divided into “HRM includes”, “department management” and “employee management”, and find the corresponding code information in the PDG. As discussed in Chapter 4, the divided pairs can be used as the cutting point to finally extract the function components. The matching process between the pairs and the PDG of the system is completed by the following proposed mapping rules in Table 5-3. Chapter 7 will give the process in a
After the extraction of the code of functions, WSL representation is used to translate the source code, and CML is obtained by WSL and the UML information which can be stored in XMI format.

5.2.6  NFR Extraction and NFRc Generation Process

In order to make a legacy system with Cloud features, the new NFR for Cloud should be collected and stored in NFRc library documents. By the concluded criteria for Cloud attributes of each Cloud category in Figure 5.2, the NFRc library is easy to build and able to guide what requirements need to be added in the existing system. Generally speaking, most of NFRs standard in the ISO tree are equal to the Cloud attributes. The NFRc library can supply the existing NFRs through the new needs of users and external environments.

The definition of each NFR can be found in the ISO standard, only several NFRs are given here due to the space limitation of the thesis.

- Portability: work for several platforms
- Modifiability: addition of new functionalities
- Testability: ease of testing and error reporting
- Understandability: of design, architecture, code
- Integrability: ability to integrate components

Next, by the design specification of a legacy system and source code, the NFRs can be extracted through the design specification and ISO definition. An algorithm is given to analyse and extract the NFRs from the legacy system. A tree structure is used to analyse this, which includes “+” (positive effect) and “-” (negative effect) among the entities.
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- Step 1—Take a quality criteria.
- Step 2—Get the description of NFR and relevant performance in a case study.
- Step 3—Mark the “+” and “-” between the qualities the detailed implementation.
- Step 4—Choose the needed quality attribute and get it in the code using the slicing algorithm in Chapter 5.3.2.
- Step 5—Repeat 1, 2, and 3 until all the qualities are obtained.

Take the selected HRM system as an example, abstraction from the NFRs can be extracted by the sub qualities as sliced criteria. Figure 6-3 describes the partial result of NFR analysis of the HRM system.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pro</th>
<th>HRM Database Access Code</th>
<th>HRM Other File Access Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usb</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scal</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 5-3 The Partial Result of NFRs of HRM System

The following translation process from code to WSL is the same as the description in Section 5.2.1. New NFRc can be added into existing NFRs through the WSL description. Then the WSL representation of code for NFRc is translated to CML, which will be added in the PIM and stored in XMI format at the same time.

In the process of handling NFRc, the research takes the Cloud features in Section 4.2.2.2 and recognises the legacy components can finish the first migration once the required Cloud features are fulfilled. They can then run into a Cloud environment.

As seen in Figure 5-3, security is a vital factor that is required to be solved for the HRM
system and the factor is needed if the HRM system becomes a Cloud application. Figure 5-4 shows a UML graph that gives a specific “Pin” number, which cannot only ensure the data security of the company, but also avoids the burden on the server because the employers only check their own status in their department.

Figure 5-4 Add Security of Cloud Features in Legacy HRM System

```plaintext
PROC Management_Pin =
VAR (main-menu: = <>, printIn: = "", Pincode: = 000000, userID := "")

ACTIONS MAIN
MAIN =
printIn := main-menu;
DO userID := ""; userID := userID + 1;
IF c := “No this user”
CALL setUser;
..................
ELSE IF c := “input the Pincode”
```
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CALL viewUser;
IF c :="showUser"
CALL showUser
………………
FI………FI;
printIn := main-menu OD
setUser =
printIn := " ";
if condition 1
THEN printIn := "" + userID FI;
………..
viewUser =
printIn := "";
if condition 2
THEN printIn := "" + EmpID FI;
showUser=
printIn := "";
if condition 2
THEN printIn := "" + EmpID + DepID FI;
………..
ENDACTIONS END

Table 5-4 WSL Translation of Management “Pin”

5.2.7 Model Transformation from PSM to PIM
When a PSM is extracted from a legacy system, a PSM can be mapped to a PIM with a level of great enough abstraction. The transformation aims to shift from a detailed description of the system to a functional representation of the system. Abstraction is a process that transforms lower-level elements into higher-level elements, which can reduce most details on a larger granularity. Without handling the abstractions correctly,
any design or specification recovery cannot be implemented. Besides the support of abstraction rules, human interaction and knowledge library are necessary to be involved in the abstraction process.

Model abstraction rules presented in this section are focused on the abstraction of class, attribute, methods and the relationships, which are enough for every aspect in the reverse engineering process. Class abstraction is important to understand program and model by reducing the hidden details in the original elements, and supporting reverse engineering by transforming the lower-level model into a higher-level mode. Currently four types of key structural relationships are supported: inheritance (generalisation), calling direction (association), part of (aggregation) and uses or interfaces (dependency). The work in [40] implies eight unidirectional relationships such as GeneralisationRight or AggregationLeft plus three bidirectional relationship types, [Agg]Association, Association, and Association[Agg]. There are about 121 different abstraction rules formed, which ensure the abstraction patterns have the same values. This research will adopt all kinds of abstraction rules and the method of defining abstraction to handle the class abstraction. Due to the limit of space, Table 5-5 only gives a list of abstraction rules for AssociationLeft with 11 relationships between PIM and PSM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSM</th>
<th>PIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AssociationLeft - Class - GeneralizationRight</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssociationLeft - Class - DependencyRight</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssociationLeft - Class - AssociationRight</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssociationLeft - Class - [Agg]AssociationRight</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssociationLeft - Class - GeneralizationLeft</td>
<td>AssociationLeft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssociationLeft - Class - DependencyLeft</td>
<td>DependencyLeft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssociationLeft - Class - AssociationLeft</td>
<td>AssociationLeft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssociationLeft - Class - AssociationLeft[Agg]</td>
<td>AssociationLeft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After the abstraction of the classes, the attributes, the methods, and the relationships need to be considered in the classes. This research gives a set of rules that extend the work of Feng [27] to handle class property in the abstraction process. Let "→" be an abstraction relation, "r" shows the rule of abstraction. The following rules are defined based on semantic descriptions. Table 5-6 gives rule 1 of description in *MetaWML*. The other rules 'implementation can be found in [147].

**Rule 1--Information Elimination (IE):** it is used to get rid of inessential information in the model. When a part of the original representation is found to be unnecessary, it can be omitted from the original model. “x” represents the redundant content such as variable, comments and so on. The “-” means to delete, where

\[ PSM \xrightarrow{r(x)} PIM \iff \exists x \cdot PSM \Rightarrow PIM (-x) \]

```
proc@EliminationClass CMLCode(Data)
FOREACH DECLARATION DO
  if Spec_Type(Item) = ClassSignature
    if DeleteInAssociation(Item) and DeleteOutAssociation(Item)
      then Elimination(Item)
OD
```

Table 5-6 *MetaWML* Implementation of Rule 1

**Rule 2 -- Class Folding (CF):** it describes the two relevant classes can be folded into the same object type through conjunction if there is similar processing between them. The relevant definition is as follows. The x and y are the classes, and z is an object type.
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\[ PSM(x; y) \xrightarrow{\eta(CF)} PIM(x \land y \Rightarrow z) \]

**Rule 3 – Transitive Attribute (TA):** It is used to denote an abstraction rule that can transitive the attributes among the same classes between PIM and PSM.

\[ PSM(x) \xrightarrow{\eta(TA)} PIM(x) \]

**Rule 4 – Composition (C):** It is used to combine the attributes or methods into a generalised attribute or method when they have direct relationships, such as similarly functions. The “a” shows attribute, “m” shows method.

\[ PSM(MI(a1), M2(a2)) \xrightarrow{\eta(c)} PIM(M3(a3)) \Leftrightarrow M1 \cup M2 \rightarrow M3, a1 \cup a2 \rightarrow a3 \]

By the defined abstraction rules, the model transformation language is needed to conduct them. The MetaWML can define all the required aspects of model transformation with model and meta-model abilities for WML including CML, WSL, and ADL. A brief description of MetaWML is given to provide a clear understanding. Since MetaWML is the extension of MetaWSL, they have the same naming convention by the following rules:

- All MetaWML functions begin with the symbol “@”.
- The first letter of the name of function or procedure begins with a capital letter.
- The underline character separates the name.
- All the Boolean function names have an ending in “?”.

MetaWML provides a set of actions for expressing the behaviour, including @Add_Class, @Remove_Class, @Extract_Class, @Add_Method, @Remove_Method, @Move_Method, @Extract_Method, @PullUp_Method, @Creat_Instance, @Destroy_Instance, @Destroy_Link and so on.

For manipulating the model elements, MetaWML has defined the query facilities that could specify the requests on models. The query facilities are constructed by AST, which are implemented as MetaWML functions. The query facilities of MetaWML have two layers, one of which is a basic layer, which includes classes and methods by CML.
For example, \texttt{@Class\_Query(Class c)} asks whether the class c is indeed a class. Other functions can be found in [27]. An example shows a procedure that absorbs all association classes and abstracts the complex structures into a bigger picture in Table 5-7. The FOREACH construct is used to iterate over all the components of the current selected item which satisfy the conditions. The example shows the \textit{MetaWML} could write a transformation in a few lines of code with most details.

\begin{verbatim}
proc@AbsorbAssociationClass CMLCode(Data)
    FOREACH DECLARATION DO
        if Spec\_Type(Item) = ClassSignature
            if @ExistInAssociation(Item) and @ExistOutAssociation(Item)
                then @Absorb(Item)
    OD
\end{verbatim}

Table 5-7 A Procedure Using Abstraction Rules in MetaWML

The other layer is an architectural layer that adds a series of functions to support architectural notations through design patterns without writing the query code, such as \texttt{@CompositePattern(Class c1, c2)} with the description whether the CompositePattern relationship is held for class c1 and c2. In order to satisfy the implementation in Section 5.3, the query facilities are improved to add the architecture styles to conduct the architecture refactoring in Section 5.3. Since the transformation among architecture style is still currently an initial stage in \textit{MetaWML} the styles of Client-Server and Peer to Peer have been chosen to investigate.

Table 5-8 illustrates the Query facilities in an architectural layer of WML with the styles of Client-Server and Peer-Peer, in which the relationship between two classes is used in 6 different ways. The connector and configuration can be implemented by the actions of method and link.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query Facilities</th>
<th>Return Types</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@ClientServer(Peer2Peer)</td>
<td>Name List</td>
<td>Return all the classes in ClientServer (Peer2Peer)style into a name list</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>@ClientServer(Peer2Peer) (Class c1, c2)</th>
<th>True/False</th>
<th>Judge whether @ClientServer(Peer2Peer) relationship is hold for class c1 and c2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@ClientServer(Peer2Peer) (Class component)</td>
<td>Name List</td>
<td>Return all the classes into a component name list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@ClientServer(Peer2Peer) (Procedure p1, p2)</td>
<td>True/False</td>
<td>Judge whether @ClientServer(Peer2Peer) relationship is hold for procedurep1 and p2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@ClientServer(Peer2Peer) (Procedure, connector)</td>
<td>Name List</td>
<td>Return all the procedures into a connector name list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@ClientServer(Peer2Peer) (Component, Connector)</td>
<td>Name List</td>
<td>Return all the configuration between component and connector in a configuration list</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-8 Query Facilities of Client-Server (Peer-Peer) in Abstraction Layer

An example of how to remove a class according to Client-Server style transformation is given in Table 5-9. Class c1 is added into the style and relationships include aggregation, association, composition, dependency and realisation. NameList is the existing class in the style.

```
proc @ClientServer_Remove(Class c1, NameList)
@Remove (c1)
WHILE c in NameList DO
  @Remove(@Relationship (c1, c)) OD
```

Table 5-9 Client-Server Style Transformation in MetaWML

5.2.8 XMI Exchange

Once this phase’s evolution is completed, the obtained CML of the software model, software functions and software qualities need to be stored for the information exchange in the following evolution phase and external environment. The common use of XMI-XML Metadata language [98] is an interchange format for UML models. In the evolution process, XMI is applied to the information change because the constructs of CML are most equal to UML and the mapping between the two concepts is also given
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in Section 5.2.3. Hence, the obtained CML model is able to be stored in XMI format.

A partial XMI representing HRM UML Model is given in Table 5-10. More details can be found in Appendix ??

```xml
<?xml version="2.1" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XMI version="2.1"
xmlns:UML="org.omg/UML2.1">
  <XML.header>
    <XMI.model xmi.name="Department"
href="Department.xml"/>
    <XMI.metamodel xmi.name="UML"
href="UML.xml"/>
  </XML.header>
  <XML.content>
    <UML:Class name="Department" xmi.id="Department"/>
    <UML:Class name="Employee" xmi.id="Employee"/>
    <UML:Class name="Manager" xmi.id="Manager"
generalization="Employee"/>
    <UML:Association>
      <UML:Association.connection>
        <UML:AssociationEnd name="employees"
type="Employee"/>
        <UML:AssociationEnd name="personOf"
type="Department"/>
      </UML:Association.connection>
    </UML:Association>
  </XML.content>
</XMI>
```

Table 5-10 A Partial XMI Representation of HRM UML Model
5.3 Evolution Process within Cloud

It can be seen that the process of the evolution process within the Cloud in the third rectangle of Figure 3-2 shows how to deal with software evolution within a Cloud environment after migrating a legacy system. This process starts with the $\text{PSM}_c$ that is transformed from the $\text{PIM}_c$ generated in Section 5.2. In this phase, the $\text{NFR}_c$ will remain the same because the software has been evolved into a Cloud paradigm with the required Cloud features. Once the system has become legacy or new functional requirement is added, the process will be looped.

Firstly, when new functional requirements are required, the $\text{PIM}_{\text{new}}$ is generated based on $\text{PIM}_c$ and the new required functions. The abstraction process and relevant rules are similar to the proposed operations in Section 3. In this phase, CML is still used to restructure the model on the transformation from $\text{PSM}_c$ to $\text{PIM}_c$.

Secondly, normally on-functional features are easier to add and improve through code implementation or hardware upgrading without the modification of the system architecture. However, functions are the requirements of what a system can do. Once they are changed, the software architecture may well need changing, too. Therefore, this paper chooses to look at how to change system architecture in order to fulfil changes in system functions from $\text{PIM}_{\text{new}}$ to $\text{PSM}_{\text{new}}$. Changing architecture style [45, 144] or enhancing architecture is shown in the steps introduced in Figure 5-4. The ADL in WML (WSL-based Modelling language) can support the model change.

As seen in Figure 5-5, an extended framework of evolution process within Cloud is given.
5.3.1 Architecture Description Extension of WML

This section discusses the fundamental concepts of Architecture Description Language (ADL). This ADL definition of WML is based on ACME ADL [47] that is used as an interchange language for architecture design. The reasons for choosing ADL of WML are that it has the advantages of ACME ADL [47] such as an interchange description, extensible for integration with other tools, and standard constructs for architecture elements. Like ACME ADL, the ADL in WML also have 7 basic element types: components, connectors, systems, ports, roles, representations, and representation maps. Due to the limited space, two basic concepts’ definitions including component, connector are introduced here.

Component is an abstraction mechanism that groups the collaborating objects into single entities. It may be used to capture any number of abstract characterisations of a system. The implementation of component is completed mostly by class model and interface and could describe the behaviours and attributes of components.

D. 6.3.1.1: Component = \{Port, Classes, MappingCP, Initial State\}, where port is the set of interfaces; Mapping starts Classes and ends Port.

D. 6.3.1.2: Port = \{ID, Providing, Requiring, Attributes, Behaviours, Messages, Constraints, Non-functional specifying\}, where ID is the identification of interface, Providing is the functions provided by interface, Requiring is requested from the other interface.
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Connector captures the communication between components. Generally, a typical connector corresponding to the “lines” in box and line diagrams [1feng?].

D. 6.3.1.3: Connector = \{ID, Role, Behaviours, Messages, Constraints, Non-functional specifying\}, where ID is connector identification, Role is the interaction point between component and connector, Constraints include the pre- and pro-conditions for connectors.

D. 6.3.1.4: Role = \{ID, Action, Event, Constraints\}, where ID is role identification, Action contains the role’s activities, Event is created by role and Constraints is the required conditions for the role.

WML ADL syntax is the same as ADL. In this section, an extension of ADL, Style-oriented Architecture Description Language (SADL) is designed and illustrated. SADL is a structure like ADL, covering style, configuration and connector. Figure 5-6 shows an extended SADL Syntax of WML.

```
SADLTypeList ::= \{SADLType\} SADLTypeName \{is State Connector Role\}+
SADLTypeName ::= IDENTIFIER
State ::= \{CML Spec\}
Connector ::= \{CML Spec\}
Role ::= \{Action\} \{Actualist\}? \{"\} \{Event\} \{EventList\}? \{","\} \{Constraints\} \{ConstraintList\}?","
ActualList ::= \{CML Spec\}
ConstraintList ::= \{CML Spec\}
EventList ::= \{CML Spec\}
StyleDef ::= \{StyleInstance\} \{are\} \{"\} \{StyleName \{Instantiates\} StyleLinkDef\}?","
StyleName ::= IDENTIFIER
StyleLinkDef ::= \{Link\}?","
Link ::= OneWayLink
::: OneWayLink
::: OneWayLink
   ::= RequestService
   ::= RequestServiceList "->" RequestService
OneWayLink ::= RequestServiceList "->" RequestService
OneWayLink ::= RequestServiceList "->" RequestService
RequestServiceList ::= \{RequestService\}
RequestService ::= \{IDENTIFIER\}
RequestService ::= \{IDENTIFIER\}
```

Figure 5-6 An extended SADL Syntax of WML

In Figure 3-2 and 5-5, the evolution process may involve a change of the software architecture style. Currently, there are few discussions on tracking architecture style change to conduct model transformation. How to change architecture style is still being researched. This section utilises the CML and SADL to attempt to change architecture style for adding new functions into a software model.
5.3.2 Refactoring Architecture for Model Transformation

As discussed above, while the new functions are needed and added into PIM\textsubscript{new} CML model, the PSM\textsubscript{new} will be generated by PIM\textsubscript{new} through a software architecture change. Figure 5-7 presents a process of PSM\textsubscript{new} generation.

![Figure 5-7 A Process of PSM\textsubscript{new} Generation](image)

In the figure, the existing architecture style information can be extracted by the connector and configuration of the SADL description with each architecture style character. Then, the architecture style needed to judge whether it is suitable for adding the functions. The relationships between architecture style types are given to assist the decision. If changing the style, the transformation between the original and new style is applied through the defined rules and new target architecture information is represented by SADL. Finally, PSM\textsubscript{new} is obtained by forward engineering with architecture rules.

5.3.2.1 Architecture Style Change

The extension SADL has been given to describe the architecture information in the model. As the core concept in the extension, the architecture styles need to be investigated first. Then the transformation rules are defined in SADL to implement the architecture style change.

Architecture styles have been studied for a long time, the term ‘architectural pattern’ as a synonym for ‘style’ has been used commonly. Thus, a style describes element and relation types together with a set of constraints on how elements and relations are used and interacted in architecture. Currently, there is not a clear classification for the
architecture styles, and each type of style may belong to more than one classification. To the best knowledge, this section introduces its categories from the previous work [149] and industry view. Table 5-11 gives the related details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data-Flow Styles</td>
<td>Pipe and Filter (PF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Batch Sequential (BS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-Centred Styles</td>
<td>Blackboard (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repository (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call-Return Styles</td>
<td>Object-Oriented (OO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Component-Based (CB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interacting Process Styles</td>
<td>Event System (ES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Client – Server (CS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service-Oriented (SO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peer to Peer (PP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publish-Subscribe (PS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Machine</td>
<td>Rules-based (RB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpreter (I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical Styles</td>
<td>Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N-tier/3-tier (N3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-11 Categories of Software Architecture Style

In the following analysis, the CS style and PP style are involved in the research. Hence, the difference between them is described.

There’s a huge difference between a CS and a PP style. For instance, a PP style network has no central server. Each workstation on the network shares its files equally with the others. Conversely, there are separate dedicated servers and clients in a client/server
network. Through client workstations, users can access most files, which are generally
stored on the server. The server could determine which users can access the files on the
network. PP style is usually suitable for small business or home use because of the
limitation of space but almost no security. On the other hand, a CS style network can
become large but is also most expensive. Cloud computing could perform powerfully
for the CS style network. Servers can be put in the Cloud, which would provide the
resources you want.

While handling the change between architecture styles, the activities are mainly focused
on the alteration in the same category because the system architecture and original
functions will alter if the changes happen between different categories. This research
mainly discusses how to change a software architecture style with new required
functions and the process of implementing a new style of system with new functions
which is easy to conduct by using a software architecture tool, such as AGG. The
transformation process can be expressed by MetaSADL. Since SADL is an extension of
WML ADL while WML is an extension of WSL, the MetaWSL transformations are still
suitable for MetaADL.

A transformation space for architecture style is defined to be a 4-tuple \((O, T, F, R)\),
where,

- \(O\) is a set of initial architecture styles;
- \(T\) is a set of target architecture styles;
- \(F\) is a set of new requirements; and
- \(R\) is a set of the rules of transforming into target architecture styles.

The transformation process of styles can be seen as \(O \xrightarrow{F} T\). A transformation
algorithm is presented in Table 5-12. The MetaSADL transformation process is with
same syntax of Table 5-9. A graph description is shown clearly in Figure 5-8.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformation Algorithm:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> SADL Description of Model, New Functions and Styles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> SADL Description of New Style System with New Functions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Steps:**
1. Translate the new required functions into CML constructs.
2. Abstract the style information of existing model from SADL description.
3. Change the corresponding connector, configuration and component for the new style.
4. Translate the New Functions’ CML constructs into SADL constructs, which mainly focus on the management on classes and their implementation. MetaSADL can conduct the transformation rules with the actions including @Add_Class, @Remove_Class, @Extract_Class, @Add_Method, @Remove_Method, @Move_Method, @Extract_Method, @PullUp_Method, @Create_Instance, @Destroy_Instance, @Destroy_Link, @Package, @Group.
5. Update SADL model.

Table 5-12 A Transformation Algorithm of Style Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SADL</th>
<th>UML XMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Style</td>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
<td>xmi:type =&quot;uml:Class&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connector</td>
<td>xmi:type =&quot;uml:Class&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Port [in][out]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5-8 A Graph Description of Style Change

5.3.2.2 Mapping SADL into UML XMI

Once SADL model is updated, the new system’s architecture can be redesigned with the model information by the existing tool support. However, they first need to map into UML XMI for the information exchange. This section gives the mapping rules from SADL to UML XMI in Table 5-13 and Table 5-14 presents a small mapping example. A case study will prove and give a detailed UML instance.
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Table 5-13 Mapping Rules between SADL and UML XML

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attachments</td>
<td>Connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property</td>
<td>Comment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-14 Example of Style

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SADL</th>
<th>UML XMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;StyleType identifier ::= 2 StyleName ::= “ClientServer”&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;xmi:XMI xmlns:uml=&quot;<a href="http://schema.omg.org/spec/UML/2.1">http://schema.omg.org/spec/UML/2.1</a>&quot; xmlns:xmi=&quot;<a href="http://www.omg.org/spec/XMI/2.1">http://www.omg.org/spec/XMI/2.1</a>&quot; xmi:version=&quot;2.1&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;uml:Model xmi:id=2, name=ClientServer&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;/xmi&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Summary

This chapter focuses on the implementation evolution process into and within Cloud. For the evolution process into Cloud, it can be viewed as the changes of software models based on NFRc. For the evolution process within Cloud, it can be viewed as the change of a software model based on new functions. The program and model transformation techniques are utilised to support the whole process.

- WSL translation of source code is acquired for the transformation. An algorithm is proposed to advance the representation efficiency. Model construction from the WSL translation completes the transformation from a program into a model. A series of rules are defined for reverse engineering into models. The mapping between CML and UML is to exchange information with relevant rules.
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- The analysis of NFR and functions extraction is introduced. The “verb-object” pairs are utilised to obtain the existing functions and an algorithm for extracting NFRs from a legacy system is proposed.

- The abstraction technique is applied between the models, which is an effective way to reduce the complex details of a software system. The process aims to add new NFRs and functions to change an existing software model. A set of abstraction and mapping rules are given to assist the process. XMI is used to store the final model for information exchange.

- The architecture refactoring is conducted from the change of architecture styles. A transformation method based on the concluded styles is introduced. SADL is illustrated as an extension of ADL with syntax. In order to store a SADL model, the mapping rules between SADL and UML XMI are listed.
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Objectives

✧ To design a Cloud service enabled integration architecture
✧ To define appropriate middleware to integrate identified services to a heavily heterogeneous Cloud service environment.

6.1 Overview

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources including networks, servers, storage and applications that can be rapidly provisioned and released with few management effort [103]. Currently, three main service models are researched:

• Software as a Service (SaaS). The capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s application running on a Cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from client devices through a thin client interface, such as a web browser, or a program interface. Few configurations are required for consumers.

• Platform as a Service (PaaS). The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the Cloud infrastructure or acquired applications created using program languages, services, libraries and the tools supported by the provider. The consumer has control over the deployed applications and possibly configuration settings for the applications.

• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The capability provided to the consumer is to provision processing, storage, networks and other fundamental computing resources where the consumer is able to deploy and run software, which can
include operating systems and other applications. The consumer still needs to control the operating systems, storage and developed applications, and possibly limited control of selecting networking components, such as firewalls.

While the Cloud service is referred, the service model needs to be pointed out. Currently, SaaS is much preferred for most consumers and small business because most of them do not want more management for the configurations, but like to use the services at any time. Hence, this research focuses on how to invoke the functionalities from the evolved legacy application in Chapter ?? through the web service techniques that run on the Cloud.

The Cloud service oriented reengineering could bring great benefits for both legacy systems and Cloud services. It performs by reusing legacy system resources into the Cloud service environment. Compared with designing a new application, the proposed approach is less risky and massively reduces cost and time. After the process of Cloud-oriented service migration, the evolved service is required to integrate and deploy into the Cloud environment, which can interact with the outside world.

This chapter focuses on addressing the following issues:

- Design a Cloud service enabled integration architecture that allows the functionalities of legacy systems to interact with the existing Cloud service easily.
- Define appropriate middleware to integrate the identified functionalities to a heavily heterogeneous Cloud service environment.

Before the discussion of the above issues, the concepts of web services and EBS (Enterprise Business Bus) need to be expressed first which are involved in the solution process.

### 6.2 Web Service

Web service is one of the most active and widely used. It is based on an interoperable protocol called SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [133] that provides an envelope
which encapsulates XML data for exchanging through the web architecture. SOAP is an XML based protocol that handles all communications between client to client, server to server, server to client and application to application.

Web services are discoverable by the clients through searching the UDDI (Universal Description Discovery and Integration) directories, which publishes the web services as standard constructs like WSDL (Web Services Description Language). UDDI is a specialist for web services registration, which describes the service provider and publisher details. It is also built on XML and SOAP. A WSDL is a construct document, which is merely an XML document describing the messaging format of the exposed services. In most cases, WSDL documents are static and do not change very often. Therefore, most programming languages generate proxies for the client from WSDL. If the WSDL document changes from one version to another, the vendors need to keep old bindings and just add new bindings. Hence, the older clients can continue to work.

SaaS services are deployed into the Cloud just as web services and can also be implemented using web services. Hence, the web service techniques can still be applied to the integration process of a Cloud service.

### 6.3 Enterprise Service Bus

In the early 2000s, the IT industry introduced a bus-architecture technology, ESB (Enterprise Service Bus) [30]. It improved the central service registry mechanism in SOA and provided a software infrastructure for SOA implementation in enterprise applications. ESB is a message-based bus architecture that consists of a series of service containers. Each service container includes an adapter module, mediation module, message routing module and processing module, management module and security module. Each module is responsible for specific tasks. Figure 6-1 shows the components of ESB.

- **Adapter module.** It acts as a service connector to connect software services and systems. A service adapter uses the native transaction interfaces to transfer messages between the service container and service.

- **Mediation module.** It transforms the protocol, message format and message
content between the requesting service and service provider.

- **Message process and routing module.** It processes incoming and outgoing messages and routes messages from a service requester to the service providers using XML format. SOAP and XML can be used during the process.

- **Security module.** It is responsible for unifying security management throughout the service container during handling the message.

- **Management module.** It plays an important role in ESB; it tracks activities happening in a service container and deals with a set of exceptions. A centralised management tool can be built to manage and configure all the service containers in the ESB.

![Figure 6-1 Components of the ESB [101]](image)

In summary, ESB can be regarded as a type of middleware that helps to integrate a legacy system into a Cloud service by existing web service techniques.
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6.4 An ESB based architecture for Cloud Services Integration

Cloud computing is evolving as an important IT services platform with its benefits of cost effectiveness and global access. In order to become a wider utilisation, Cloud computing has to be integrated with other existing services. Currently, there are few contributions of Cloud service integration proposed. Built on ESB as an integration direction, this section attempts to give integration architecture that combines the existing web service techniques to integrate a legacy system or other services without software redevelopment. Figure 6-2 gives the proposed integration architecture.

![Figure 6-2 An ESB-based Architecture for Integrating Cloud Service](image)

The integration architecture represents simple point to point service integration using wrapper or adaptor technology; such technology might be enabled through WSDL-defined SOAP access. XMI data and message format can be used to facilitate interoperability and platform independence in the web services standards. The fault management and life management are involved in the execution service to ensure service security. A routing engine will transfer the execution service to the client in a SaaS Cloud. With the execution description obtained from XML information, the client in the SaaS Cloud will invoke and use the legacy functionalities through the WSD-defined SOAP access.
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6.5 Cloud Specific Service

Cloud services have emerged by combining Cloud computing and Web services to achieve a faultless information processing system across heterogeneous, distributed, dynamic virtual organisations that the user can access from any location. To construct Cloud services with legacy components is tedious work, it may include a switch between many tools, such as command shells, file managers, editors, application containers, build tools, etc.

Being dynamic and stateful is the most difference between Cloud services and Web services. With the support of stateful resources, Cloud can remember what has been done from one invocation to another. The term state may be unclear and can cover many different aspects of a system, from the value stored in a specific database record to the temperature of the disk drive during the seeking process. In this research, a Cloud stateful resource is defined as resources which have the following features: a well-defined lifecycle known by one or more service providers and a specific set of state data, expressible like an XML document format. Stateful resources can be managed via Cloud service regulation. Once a system possesses the primary mechanisms of system adaptation and hiding complexity, it will show a series of attributes, such as independence in the control and management of the resources inside the system and the service provisions outside the system.

Following the analysis and representing legacy system components by extracting and transforming useful legacy assets into a Cloud oriented XML components, the extracted useful resources are able to be deployed in the Cloud environment as stateful resources to create Cloud services. These stateful resources can be isolated and fashioned into components that can be integrated in Cloud service oriented architectures. Previous sections show the process of legacy resource extraction and Cloud-oriented migration. To perform a cooperate Cloud service in this section, the components identification, and migration approach have been applied on a HRM system. The system is decomposed, and interested components are migrated. As a result, the concerned addition and subtraction Cloud components are retrieved. The following sections will discuss the generation of Cloud stateful services.
6.6 Cloud Services Description and Implementation

A resource properties document collects resource property elements, associated with a web service’s WSDL 2.0 portType definition to provide the declaration of the exposed resource properties of the Web Services Resource Framework (WS-Resource). It may be used by a service requestor to form an XML based query on the WS Resource. The resource property elements are almost identical to service data elements.

In WS Resource properties specification, it defines the type and values of those components of a WS Resource’s state that can be viewed and modified by service requestors through a web service interface. This specification does not dictate the means by which a service implements a resource properties document. A given service implementation may be selected to realise its implementation of the resource properties document as an XMI instance document that is stored in some XMI repository.

Being stateful is necessary in Cloud service and Cloud can remember what has been done from one invocation to another by the stateful resources’ support. In this thesis, the extracted legacy resources are deployed as stateful resources to create the Cloud services. The defined stateful resources will have a specific set of state data expressible as an XML document. A few rules are defined to create the stateful resources:

1. The complex type defining the resource properties document must define child elements only. Using xsd: sequence or xsd: all is applied to the child aggregation.

2. The complex type defining the resource properties document must define a sequence of one or more child elements, called resource property elements. Using XML schema element reference defines the child elements.

3. The complex type defining the resource properties document allows open element content – xsd: any.

Figure 6-3 gives an example of the stateful resource properties of the HRM system which has been selected in this thesis. In this example, the HRM system has been considered as a stateful resource. There are six resource property components, named Department, Employee, Position, Salary, Attendance and Training, as its resource
properties document RPDoc, named “HRM”. HRM portType and the resource properties document associated with HRM are also defined. This association between the portType and RPDoc defines the type of the WS Resource.

```xml
<wssdl:definitions? xmlns:tns="http://example.com/HRM"...>
   ...
   <xsd:types>
      <xsd:schema targetNamespace="http://example.com/HRM"...>
         <!-- RP element declaration for HRM -->
         <xsd:element name="Department" type="xsd:string" />
         <xsd:element name="Position" type="xsd:string" />
         <xsd:element name="Salary" type="xsd:string" />
         <xsd:element name="Attendance" type="xsd:string" />
         <xsd:element name="Training" type="xsd:string" />
         <!-- RPDoc declaration for HRM -->
         <xsd:element name="HRMProperties">
            <xsd:complexType>
               <xsd:sequence>
                  <xsd:element ref="tns:Department"/>
                  <xsd:element ref="tns:Position"/>
                  <xsd:element ref="tns:Salary"/>
                  <xsd:element ref="tns:Attendance"/>
                  <xsd:element ref="tns:Training"/>
               </xsd:sequence>
            </xsd:complexType>
         </xsd:element>
         ...
         <!-- Association of resource properties document to a portType -->
         <wssdl:portType name="HRM"
            wsrf-rp:ResourceProperties="tns:HRM">
            <operation name="start"/>
            <operation name="stop"/>
         </wssdl:portType>
         ...
      </xsd:schema>
   </xsd:types>
</wssdl:definitions>
```

Figure 6-3 An Example of Stateful Resource Properties of HRM

Next, the message exchange of stateful resource is based on SOAP using HTTP with an XML serialisation. A state of a WS Resource can be read, modified, and queried with the support of web service messages. The basic functionality is to retrieve the value of a single resource property using a web service request/response message exchange, which identifies the qualified name of the WS Resource.

The content of the GetResourceProperty request message is described as follows:
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/wsrep:GetResourceProperty/QName

The content of the response message is given as follows:

/wsrep:GetResourcePropertyResponse/{any}

Table 6-1 and 6-2 describe the example of request message and response message. As they show, the identifier information is carried in the SOAP header element. If there is no response, it must send the message of Resource Unknown Fault or Invalid QName which is specified in the WS Based Faults specification.

```xml
<soap:Envelope>
  <soap:Header>
    <tns:resourceID>HRM</tns:resourceID>
  </soap:Header>
  <soap:Body>
    <wsrp:GetMultipleResourceProperty>
      <wsrp:ResourceProperty>
        tns: Employee
      </wsrp:ResourceProperty>
      <wsrp:ResourceProperty>
        tns: Salary
      </wsrp:ResourceProperty>
    </wsrp:GetMultipleResourceProperty>
  </soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
```

**Table 6-1 Request Message Description**

```xml
<soap:Envelope>
  <soap:Body>
    <wsrp:GetMultipleResourcePropertyResponse>
      <Employee> "department" </Employee>
    </wsrp:GetMultipleResourcePropertyResponse>
  </soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
```
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Table 6-2 Response Message Representation

6.7 Cloud Service Configuration and Deployment

For the service configuration and deployment, the following steps will aggregate all the loose pieces which have been written by the service container. The publishing description file with Web Service Deployment Descriptor (WSDD) format contains the details about the back-end components that implement a service. The SOAP message handlers intercept SOAP messages. WSDD file is an XML file. The WDD of the HRM services is shown in Table 6-3.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<deployment name="defaultServerConfig"
xmlns=http://xml.apache.org/axis/wsdd/
xmlns:java=http://xml.apache.org/axis/wsdd/providers/java
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<service name="examples/HRMservice" provider="Handler"
use="literal" style="document">
<parameter name="className" value="HRMService" />
<wsdlFile>share/SChema/examples/HRM/HRM_service.wsdl</wsdlFile>
<parameter name="allowedMethods" value="*" />
<parameter name="handlerClass" value="org.globus.axis.providers.RPCProvider" />
<parameter name="scope" value="Application" />
<parameter name="providers" value="GetRPProvider"
```
Table 6-3 The WSDD Configuration of HRM Services

In a Cloud environment, users should be able to access the created Cloud services through a high-level friendly Cloud portal. Currently, there are four Cloud deployment models [4]. They are Private Cloud, Public Cloud, Hybrid Cloud and Community Cloud. The deployment methods can be found on those service companies’ web. A brief introduction for each deployment model is given as follows.

- **Private Cloud.** The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a single organisation comprising multiple consumers (e.g., business units). It may be owned, managed, and operated by the organisation or a third party.

- **Public Cloud.** The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public. It may be owned, managed, and operated by business, academic or government organisations.

- **Hybrid Cloud.** The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures (private, public, or community) that keep unique entities, but are bound together by standardised techniques that enable data and application portability.

- **Community Cloud.** The Cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a specific community of consumers, from organisations that have shared concerns including mission, security requirements, policy, and compliance considerations. It may be owned, managed, and operated by one or more organisations or a third party, or a combination of them.

No matter what Cloud service model is selected, some modules should be added to extend the original framework:

- **Dictionary Services.** It can supply an index of all available components and data sources for system utilisation.
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- Monitoring and Discovery Service. It can provide information about the available resources within the Cloud and their status.

- Resource Management. It provides the services to actually launch a job on particular resources.

From the user’s aspect, they will be supplied with visualisation Cloud services which enable resource access across multiple heterogeneous platforms without regard for how these services are implemented. Each Cloud service model has its own deployment mechanism, e.g., Google Appengine, IBM, Sun, Microsoft, and Eucalyptus. These Cloud service providers have detailed deployment for the developers. The information for deploying the service in these Cloud environments can be found on their websites.

Take Google Appengine as for example, it is a SaaS Cloud that can make the application run in their infrastructure. The eclipse plug-in for a Google App is easy to get and utilise. A simple example of service deployment in Google Cloud is shown in Figure 6-4.

![Figure 6-4 A Simple of Example of Service Deployment in Google Cloud](image)

6.8 Fault and Lifetime Management

The fault management takes the responsibility of reporting the faults when something
goes wrong during the execution of a WS Service. The WS based Faults specification [55] defines an XML schema type for a base fault, along with the rules for how this fault type is conducted by the Web services. To address the issue, an XML schema definition must be defined and associated with the semantics for fault information. The definition is set by having a common base set of information that all the fault contents include. It is noted that the approach simply defines the base format for the faults without changing the WSDL message model.

Life management can trace each WS Resource Property and updates their state following a series of resource requests. The WS Resource Lifetime management defines the equal message exchange. If a service requestor wants to destroy a WS Resource, it must utilise the WS Resource qualified end state reference to send the destroy message to the web service provider. There are two ways to destroy a service request, namely an immediate way and a scheduled way. They both provide the flexibility to design how their service applications can clean up requests that are no longer required.

6.9 Summary

Cloud can supply a server infrastructure to achieve e-utilities requirements that can be easily paid on demand to meet specific customer needs and business success. It supports dynamic resource allocation in accordance with service level agreement policies and reuse of the IT infrastructure at the higher utilisation level, and handling the management from the network edge to application and data servers. Meanwhile, the real time configuration can reduce time and cost and advance service reuse efficiently. The chapter presents an EBS based framework that integrates the XML packaged legacy system resources into the Cloud service environment. The stateful resources are defined and building the Cloud services based on ESB components. The work on how to implement the integration has been conducted in this Chapter:

- The ESB based integration architecture is proposed, which combines the advantages of web service techniques including WSDL based on SOAP to build the interface defined by WSDL.
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- The service implementation can be completed by using its qualified name (QName) that is easy to be written by Java.
- The WSDD configuration for the defined services registration is described and current Cloud service deployment models are introduce to deploy the Cloud services.
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Objectives

✧ To show how to use the related tools in the proposed approach.
✧ To introduce how to use the introduced core techniques on implementing the legacy system assessment and identification, Cloud oriented Service evolution and Cloud oriented service integration.

7.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the case studies related to decomposing legacy systems, evolving a legacy system into and within a Cloud environment and integrating the services into a Cloud service framework. There are five core techniques proposed in this thesis for Cloud service oriented legacy system evolution: AHP techniques, program slicing, hierarchical cluster, program and model transformation, and Cloud service infrastructure and framework. In this chapter, the case studies have been conducted for these proposed techniques respectively. The case studies have been experimented with the proposed approach and resulting prototype.

7.2 Experimentation of Software Toolkit

7.2.1 Eclipse

When considering the choice of tools to support the proposed approach, Eclipse is chosen as a platform to integrate all related tools. Eclipse is an open development platform that could integrate most plugs-in. The Eclipse platform contains a small micro kernel and other functional parts are written as a plug-in. The small micro kernel will help to load each plug-in. Developers can extend Eclipse by writing extensions to the predefined extension points. Because of the openness of the Eclipse platform, many
tools have been developed as Eclipse plug-ins, e.g., the Google Plug-in for Eclipse is a set of software development tools that enables Java developers to quickly design, build, optimise, and deploy cloud-based applications, EMF for generating UML and code, XML tool and so on. Using the Eclipse platform opens the potential to link the tool with a network of other Eclipse plug-in contributions and aims to simplify the number of different, bespoke tools used in software engineering as a whole.

Eclipse was originally developed by IBM as the successor of its Visual Age family of tools. Eclipse is now managed by the Eclipse Foundation, an independent not for profit consortium of software industry vendors. It is a free software/open source platform-independent software framework for delivering what the project calls —rich-client applications||, as opposed to —thin client|| browser-based applications. So far this framework has typically been used to develop Integrated Development Environments (IDE), such as the Java IDE called Java Development Toolkit (JDT) and compiler that comes as part of Eclipse (and which is also used to develop Eclipse itself).

Eclipse is an open source community, whose projects are focused on building an open development platform comprised of extensible frameworks, tools and runtimes for building, deploying and managing software across the lifecycle. A large and vibrant ecosystem of major technology vendors, innovative start-ups, universities, research institutions and individuals extend, complement and support the Eclipse platform.

The Eclipse tool integration platform is a very popular, very extensible, well-documented IDE that can be configured to host all of the useful development activities from coding to deployment to debugging. The Eclipse IDE can be used to manage all of these artefacts within a single project abstraction and coordinate all of the useful development activities from coding to deployment to debugging. This thesis will use its Java project abstraction to manage the artefacts, such as: source files, WSDLs, client and server stubs, deployment configuration files, etc.

**7.2.2 FermaT**

Maintainer's Assistant has evolved into an industrial-strength re-engineering tool, FermaT, which allows transformations and code simplification to be carried out automatically. The FermaT tool was also designed to use WSL and has applications in
the following areas:

- Improve the maintainability of existing mission-critical software.
- Translate programs into modern programming languages. FermaT often translates programs written in an obsolete assembler language to more modern languages such as C, Java.
- Extract reusable components from the current system, deriving their specifications, and storing the specifications, implementation, and development strategy.
- Reverse engineering existing systems to high-level specifications, followed by subsequent re-engineering and evolutionary development.

### 7.2.3 Architecture Tool: AGG

AGG [122] is a well-established tool environment for algebraic graph transformation systems, and has been developed and extended since over 15 years ago. Graphs in AGG are defined by a type graph with node type inheritance and may be attributed by any kind of Java objects. The arbitrary computations on these Java objects described by Java expressions can be equipped with the Graph transformations.

A graphical user interface comprising several visual editors, an interpreter, and a set of validation tools constructs the AGG environment. The stepwise transformations of graphs as well as rule applications are supported by the interpreter as long as possible. Several kinds of validations which comprise graph parsing, consistencies checking of graphs and convict and dependency detection by critical pair analysis of graph rules are provided by AGG support. Furthermore, checking the applicability of rule sequences is supported, as well. Applications of AGG include graph and rule-based modelling of software, validation of system properties by assigning a graph transformation based semantics to some system model, graph transformation based evolution of software, and the definition of visual languages based on graph grammars.

### 7.2.4 Google App Engine

The Google Plug-in for Eclipse [50] allows you to easily create and deploy App Engine applications. For simplifying App Engine development, the Google Plug-in for
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Eclipse provides the following features:

- Creating App Engine application with a new web application wizard.
- Cloud SQL tooling to use Cloud SQL as a database for supporting the App Engine application.
- Importing the latest Google APIs
- App Engine connected Android project Wizard to use App Engine as a backend for your Android projects
- Cloud Endpoints support, which provides simpler client access to App Engine backends.
- One-click deploy to App Engine

The Google Plug-in for Eclipse also assists developers in efficiently creating a rich user experience, generating a high quality Ajax code using the Google Web Toolkit, optimizing performance with Speed Tracer, and effortlessly deploying applications to the App Engine.

These powerful tools remove tedium and free developers to focus on creating great application logic. The Google Plug-in for Eclipse is the first suite of integrated development tools designed specifically for Eclipse Java developers to create fast, reliable and high quality applications for the Google cloud.

7.3 Legacy System Analysis

To assess whether the legacy system could be selected to evolve with Cloud features; the proposed approach has been applied to human resource management (HRM) as shown in Appendix A. This instance is free to download on CSDN for academic purposes with source code, which is free to use, modify, and to be changed to suit personal requirements.

It is an automated software system for Human Resource Management, which deals with information about employees. It uses the files to handle a series of activities for an employee in the company or other organisation.
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The HRM system performs the following functions:

- Department Management
- Employee Information Management
- Position and Salary Management
- Attendance Management
- Training Management.

This HRM system is not completed HRM software, it is just designed to meet the requirements of the company or other organisation, but it can still manage all the information of the employee using the files at the backend. In this case study, this HRM system is nominated as a legacy HRM system, which is intended to be reengineered and evolved into the Cloud service environment.

As discussed in Chapter 4, an assessment based AHP framework is given to judge whether the legacy system is valuable to conduct the proposed approach. Hence, the assessment process can be described.

For the system, the final goal will be defined: evolution (E), partial evolution (PE) and redevelopment (RD), and there are three factors that can be considered as the criteria during the evolution process, namely scalability, flexibility and availability.

First, the relationship between the three goals and the selected criteria can easily be required by the existing discussion from current main organisations, which can be preparation for the prediction process.

Next, according to the AHP’s methodology and the relationship between the goals and criteria, the comparisons among the three goals on each criterion can be calculated. After the comparisons, the goal can be selected to be utilised for the evolution. The following three tables give the comparisons. The calculation rules can be obtained in Chapter 4. The calculation results are shown in Table 7-1, 7-2 and 7-3.

**Scalability**
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### Table 7-1 Relative Data Matrix among Three Goals on Scalability Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PE</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>RD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This means that PE is better than E in terms of scalability and even more strongly than RD. The values for the matrix is (0.751, 0.178, 0.071), and the ratio is 0.072, and the consistent is not over 1 and is fine.

**Flexibility**

### Table 7-2 Relative Data Matrix among Three Goals on Flexibility Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PE</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>RD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This means that PE is similar with in terms of flexibility but stronger than RD. The value for the matrix is (0.480, 0.406, 0.114), the ratio is 0.026, and the consistent is still not over 1 and is fine.

**Availability**

### Table 7-3 Relative Data Matrix among Three Goals on Availability Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RD</th>
<th>PE</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>1/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This means that PE is the best solutions on the availability Criteria. The computed value
is (0.066, 0.615, 0.319), the ratio is 0 (very consistent).

According to the three criteria, the values have been calculated by AHP, and it can be clearly seen that PE can be a better solution than the other two goals based on the HRM evolution. Partial functions of the HRM system are still valuable to evolve in the Cloud oriented service environment. At the same time, the analysis results also prove that some parts of the HRM system are reusable and the reimplementation can be integrated in Cloud services, e.g. the salary computing service.

7.4 Legacy Components Extraction

7.4.1 Program Slicing Analysis

The legacy HRM system is written in Java language and contains 31 functional methods or more than 3000 lines of code. It is composed of a set of programs related through external calls and it can be represented by the assets of modules and the calling relationships between the modules. The graph nodes represent the programs and the edges depict the calling relationship between programs. This representation is referred to as a system dependency graph.

Programs or subsystems in the HRM system could be structured into a set of subroutines related through internal calling relationships. The calling relation on the subroutines of a program can be represented by a graph whose nodes correspond to the program subroutines and edges which depict the internal callings. This representation is referred to as a program dependency graph. This PDG architecture describes abstracted components in the legacy system, which encapsulates valuable functionalities and is reusable in the target application or service, as well as their relationships.

According to the analysis of the structure of the HRM system, a system skeleton can be given as Figure 7-1. Due to the whole system being very complex only parts of them are described here.
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Figure 7-1 A System Skeleton of HRM System

Figure 7-2 shows the partial PDG representation of the HRM system with static control dependency and dynamic data dependency. In this graph, three subprograms are the department management (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 21), employee information management (9, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15), and salary management (19, 21, 25, 26, 31). In the case study, the salary management subsystem is the target of reuse from the legacy HRM system. The module (13, 4, 19, 21, 25, 26, 31) consists of a slice under the constraint, of which the start node is node 13 and the ends are node 21, node 25, node 26, and node 31. The program call graph of the salary management system is shown as Figure 7-3.
Module 21 is the wage record in the salary management system. It is used to calculate the monthly and single daily wage amount of an employee. Hence, the slice criteria for slicing this functional component can be defined as “wage” that traverses all the programs. The slicing criteria can be predefined in XML format. Figure 8-4 shows the sliced criteria content. Table 7-4 describes the slice of employee’s monthly wage implementation.

```xml
<slicer:criterion slicer="wage">
    <slicer:className>Employee and Department</slicer:className>
    <slicer:methodName>Add and Change</slicer:methodName>
    <slicer:returnTypeName>String</slicer:returnTypeName>
    <slicer:parameters>
        <slicer:parameterTypeName>Monthly wage and single wage</slicer:parameterTypeName>
    </slicer:parameters>
</slicer:criterion>
```

Figure 7-4 Slice Criterion ("wage") XML Format
public class MonthWageRecord extends JFrame {
    private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
    private JPanel jContentPane = null;
    private JLabel jLabel = null;
    private JLabel jLabel1 = null;
    private JScrollPane jScrollPane = null;
    private JTable jTable = null;
    public MonthWageRecord() {
        super();
        initialize();
    }
    private void initialize() {
        this.setContentPane(getJContentPane());
        this.setTitle(" Dep Month Wage Record");
        this.setBounds(new Rectangle(0, 0, 1024, 700));
        this.setResizable(false);
    }
    private JPanel getJContentPane() {
        if (jContentPane == null) {
            jLabel = new JLabel();
            jLabel.setBounds(new Rectangle(22, 511, 149, 15));
            jLabel.setText(" ");
            jLabel.setVisible(false);
            jLabel1 = new JLabel();
            jLabel1.setBounds(new Rectangle(22, 511, 149, 15));
            jLabel1.setText(" ");
            jLabel1.setVisible(false);
            jContentPane = new JPanel();
            jContentPane.setLayout(null);
            jContentPane.add(jLabel, null);
            jContentPane.add(getJScrollPane(), null);
            ResultSet rs;
            try {
                String strurl = "jdbc:odbc:driver={Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb)};DBQ=D:/db/HRMS.mdb";
                Class.forName("sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver");
                Connection conn = DriverManager.getConnection(strurl);
                Statement stmt = conn.createStatement();
                try {
                    rs = stmt.executeQuery("SELECT * FROM temp ");
                    if (rs.next()) {
                        jLabel.setText(rs.getString("num"));
                        jLabel1.setText(rs.getString("nam"));
                    } else {
                        
                    }
                } catch (Exception eg) {
                    eg.printStackTrace();
                }
            }
        }
    }
catch (Exception eg)
{
    eg.printStackTrace();
}
try{
    Vector v1=new Vector();
    Vector v2=new Vector();

    String strurl =
    "jdbc:odbc:driver={Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb)};DBQ=D:/db/HRMS.mdb";
    Class.forName("sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver");
    Connection conn = DriverManager.getConnection(strurl);
    Statement stmt = conn.createStatement();
    ResultSet rs1=stmt.executeQuery("select * from wagerecord where tim=" +
        jLabel.getText() + "," + "dep=" +jLabel1.getText() + "");
    while (rs1.next()){
        Vector vtemp=new Vector();
        vtemp.add(rs1.getString("dep"));
        vtemp.add(rs1.getString("num"));
        vtemp.add(rs1.getString("name"));
        vtemp.add(rs1.getString("wage"));
        vtemp.add(rs1.getString("award"));
        vtemp.add(rs1.getString("other"));
        vtemp.add(rs1.getString("tim"));
        v1.add(vtemp);
    }
    v2.add("Department");
    v2.add("Employee No");
    v2.add("Name");
    v2.add("Basic Salary");
    v2.add("Bonus");
    v2.add("Subsidy");
    v2.add("Send Date");
    conn.close();
    jTable = new JTable(v1, v2);
    jScrollPane.getViewport().add(jTable);
}

catch (Exception eg) {
    JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "123", "warning",
            JOptionPane.WARNING_MESSAGE);
    eg.printStackTrace();
}

return jContentPane;

Table 7-4 The Slice of Employee Monthly Record subroutine
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Based on the slicing process, finally, the legacy HRM system is clearly understood and it can be decomposed into several concerned legacy code segments. Dead code and comments are eliminated and the selected code segments function can be analysis independent. The obtained reusable code segments of “MonthWage” are ready for the following experiments.

7.4.2 Cluster Analysis

In order to cluster the sliced legacy code segments and create a hierarchical structure for capturing functional components, this research applies the cluster analysis method. The clustering analysis is carried out to identify legacy functionalities, such as project creation, discussion forum, e-publishing and so on. Architects supervise the clustering analysis process and select the cutting point. Human supervision provides powerful support on the legacy systems for the clustering method, and represents them into clear dendrogram modules. Table 7-5 gives the cluster analysis of the HRM system and Figure 8-5 shows the dendrogram output. The cluster analysis computing process is based on the given defined algorithm in Section 4.3.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E13</th>
<th>E21</th>
<th>E9</th>
<th>E19</th>
<th>E25</th>
<th>E26</th>
<th>E31</th>
<th>E4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-5 Partial Cluster Analysis of Legacy HRM System
Based on the cluster analysis, a dendrogram of HRM is constructed. Architects can supervise and select the cutting point that is helpful to group the obtained sliced code segments in Section 7.4.1. This clustering method, together with human supervision, represents the code segments into loose-coupling modules.

7.5 Cloud Oriented Service Migration

In this proposed approach, two migration processes are discussed. One is to migrate the legacy system to change the software models through required Cloud features. The other is to evolve the legacy system through changing software models based on function changes, and it assumes that the legacy system has obtained the Cloud features. Program and model transformation and architecture refactoring are applied.

7.5.1 WSL Translation

Before processing the evolution, the system’s structure and functional components are not known at all. If there is no document for the system, the available resources are only the source code that may be written in different types of programming language. The
source code is first translated into WSL representation with type and object orientation as shown in Table 7-6 and is then ready to transform into the model in the CML.

```java
Class MonthWageRecord {
    serialVersionUID;
    jlabel1;
    jlabel11;
    jContentPane;
    JScrollPane
    jTable
};
proc MonthwageRecord() {
    !xp super();
    !xp initialize();
};
proc initialize () {
    !xp setContentPane(getJcontentPane());
    !xp setTitle("Dep Month Wage Record");
    !xp setBounds(new Rectangle(0, 0, 1024, 700));
    !xp setResizable(false);
};
proc getJContentPane() {
    if(jContentPane<>0)then
        str1 := "HRMS.mdb";
        !xp getConnecton(str1);
        jLabel := new JLabel();
        !xp setBounds(new Rectangle(22, 511, 149, 15));
    }
```
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```java
!xp.setText("\n");
!xp.setVisible(false);
jLabel1 := new JLabel();
!xp.setBounds(new Rectangle(22, 511, 149, 15));
!xp.setText("\n");
!xp.setVisible(false);
jContentPane := new JPanel();
!xp.setLayout(null);
!xp.add(jLabel, null);
!xp.add(getJScrollPane(), null);
!xp.ResultSet (rs);
if (rs := "Select * From temp")
rs++
jLabel := getString("num");
jLabel11 := getString("nam")
!xp.catch (Exception)
else rs := "select * from wagerecord where time=" +

jLabel.getText() + "" and dep=" +jLabel1.getText() + ""

Do While (rs++)
v1 := new Vector();
!xp.add(rs1.getString("dep"));
!xp.add(rs1.getString("num"));
!xp.add(rs1.getString("name"));
!xp.add(rs1.getString("wage"));
!xp.add(rs1.getString("award"));
!xp.add(rs1.getString("other"));
```
Based on the WSL representation, the obtained code segments of MonthWage from Section 7.4.1 and Section 7.4.2 are translated into an easy and simple format. Redundant information is removed based on the defined transformation rules in Section 5.2.1. The variables and corresponding functions are clear to understand. This representation is the base of the model construction and transformation in the following steps.
7.5.2 Model Construction and Model Transformation

The model transformation is complete when a series of operations including abstracting, refactoring, and the mapping between the PIM and PSM. A UML example between PIM and PSM is shown in Figure 7-6, which illustrates the transformation process based on the Department, Employee and Salary.

Besides the UML diagram description, this section utilises the obtained PSM by the WSL representation and transforms it into a CML model, which can integrate the required non-functional requirements easily into a CML model and conduct the transformation from the code’s view. Table 7-7 shows the extracted Model in CML. A hierarchical order with basic descriptions is in CML. The clear translations give the functions of the MonthWage model.

```
Model MONTH_WAGE

package aPackage is

  activity Example

    composite state stateMain

    composite state MonthWage

    partitioned in MonthWage

    state SearchDepartment end
```
Considering adding one of the Cloud features in the model, e.g., better performance of a service is needed for a Cloud service. The original HRM system does not handle these operations in the source code. Take Salary Management for example, the backstage needs to acquire the employee information and department information together while deleting a wage record. A possible way to express the new NFR is to add a Class named FastDelete with the method InvalidID and the attribute employeeid. To exchange easily, the XMI format can be used to store the changes as shown in Table 7-8. Apparently, the XMI information is not hard to translate into a UML diagram. Figure 7-7 gives the UML representation of adding one NFR.
Table 7-8 NFR Template XMI Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FastDelete</th>
<th>MonthWage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-EmployeeID</td>
<td>-EmployeeID:int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+InvalidID():void</td>
<td>+InvalidID():void</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Employee

- EmployeeID:int
- Employee: string
- Department: string
- DepartmentID: int
- time: string
- wage: string
...
+InvalidID():void
...
Based on the model construction and transformation, the corresponding PIM and PSM are generated by CML syntax. The added Cloud features are described in UML class diagram and transformed into CML format. Then, the CML description of added Cloud features are integrated into the original model with the transformation rules defined in Section 5.2.3 and Section 5.2.4. Meanwhile, all the model information is stored into an XMI format that can be used in the Section 7.6.

7.5.3 Architecture Refactoring

When the functions change, the software architecture change is used to implement the process. According to the proposed approach, the architecture will be expressed in SADL as described in Section 5.3.2.2. Suppose the user wants to develop a new Client-Server style system with a new function supporting transition online, the architecture in SADL can be shown in Table 7-9.
Architecture MonthWage is
{
  StyleTypeList
  client-server
  StyleType server is
  State
      connect, id, buffer
  Port
      msg1, msg2
  Services
  responses;
  provides MonthWage
      GetDepNum();
      GetDepNam();
      GetEmpName();
      GetEmpNo();
  ........
  Style_instances are
  server1 instantiates server
  client1 instantiates client1
  ............
  client instantiates client
}

Table 7-9 Final Software Architecture in SADL

After the new architecture style is constructed, the software system needs to be implemented with the software architecture refactoring with AGG tool support. Several example rules are defined in AGG. The detailed graph transformation rules are shown in Figure 7-8. And the final software architecture is obtained in Figure 7-9. The
information can be stored in XML format as Appendix C.

Rule 1: Move of a component

Rule 2: Pulling up of a component

Rule 3: Adding of a component

Rule 4: Encapsulate of a component

Rule 5: Rename of a component

Figure 7-8 Graph Transformation Rules
The architecture refactoring is applied to the migration “WITHIN” the Cloud environment. SADL representation is utilised to change the architecture style and re-construct the architecture of the legacy system. CS style is regarded as the suitable architecture style of a software system in a Cloud environment. The related discussions are given in Section 5.3.2.1. Hence, the architecture style of PP is transformed to the CS style with the pre-defined algorithm. Based on the representation of the software architecture style, the system architecture is redesigned with the support of AGG tool. The developers can implement the code with the new architecture description. According to the operations in Sections 7.4 and 7.5, the Cloud-oriented HRM application is obtained. The following steps discuss how to integrate it into a Cloud service and run in Cloud environments.

### 7.6 Cloud Service Integration

This section discusses how to develop and deploy a simple Google Appengine Cloud service. The eclipse is used to help the developer handle all tedious files, e.g., XML files and WSDL files.
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As discussed in Section 7.5.2, the corresponding information of the system has been stored in XMI format. To make this information interact with the outside, it is necessary to build the related repository. The XML representation repository provides the interface information for the service types, specifying <port> and <property> elements. The types and properties described in the repository XML format allow the required customisation. The Table 7-10 shows the XML data information.

```xml
<repository>
  <service package="HRM.MonthWage" name="Source">
    <propertyDefinition type="" name="" value=""/>
    <port objectPackage="hrm.wage" objectName="wage" portName="wage"/>
    <implementation language="Java" platform="Java" url="file:."/>

    <action portName="wages">
      <binding method="addwages"> ... </binding>
      <binding method="FastDelete"> ....</binding>
      <classPerformanceModel type="initial" url="http:="/>
    </action>
  </implementation>

  <implementation language="Java" platform="Java" url="file:."> ... </implementation>
</service>

<object package="HRM.wage" name="wage">
  <method name="addwage" type="action">
    <method name="FastDelete type="action"/>
    <argument typename="wage" typePackage="HRM.wage"/>
  </method>
</object>
</repository>
```

Table 7-10 XMI Service Represented Repository

The processes of extraction and migration have been shown in the previous sections.
This section will integrate the MonthWage modules from the legacy HRM system, with the addition of computing functions from the calculator system in the Google Appengine. It will show a set of operations for the users, including calculating the total salary of the employee in each month, deleting the resigned employee’s salary and managing all the information related to salaries.

### 7.6.1 Service Resources Description

The SalaryComputing service should have the following resource properties:

- **Department** (string)
- **EmployID** (integer)
- **Salary** (string)
- **Value** (integer)
- **GetValue** (the operation is used to access the value)

The first step is to describe the service resources. This step focuses on specifying what the service provides and informs the corresponding operations to the clients. The service can also be extended by adding more functions. The prototype is just given as a way to prove the proposed approach in the thesis. Typical Cloud services are more complex and needs the database support. Meanwhile, it could perform more activities than it did in this case study. WSDL is used to describe the resources through specifying the service providers and the available operations to the clients. “portType” can be used as the service interface because it is much easier to interact with clients through HTTP or SOAP. The <portType> contains three operations, namely add, delete and getValue, and all the messages and types. The <wsrp> of attributes are used to illustrate the service resource properties. Table 7-11 gives the WSDL document of SalaryCalculator in XML format.

```
<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?>
<definitions name=“SalaryComputing”

targetNamespace=http://examples.org/strl/HRM/SalaryComputingService
```
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```xml
<wsdl:import
   namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrf/2004/06/wsrf-WS-ResourceProperties-1.2-draft-01.wsdl"
   location="../../wsrf/properties/WS-ResourceProperties.wsdl" />

<types>
   <xsd:schema targetNamespace="http://examples.org/strl/HRM/SalaryComputingService"
               xmlns:tns="http://examples.org/strl/HRM/SalaryComputingService"
               xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
     <xsd:import
        namespace="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/03/addressing"
        schemaLocation="../../ws/addressing/WS-Addressing.xsd" />
   </xsd:schema>
   <xsd:element name="add" type="xsd:int"/>
   <xsd:element name="addResponse"/>
   <xsd:complexType/>
   <xsd:element>
   <xsd:element name="delete" type="xsd:int"/>
</xsd:element>
</types>
```
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```
<xsd:element name="deleteResponse">
  <xsd:complexType/>
</xsd:element>

<xsd:element name="getValueRP">
  <xsd:complexType/>
</xsd:element>

<xsd:element name="getValueRPResponse" type="xsd:int"/>

<xs:complexType>
  <xs:sequence>
    <xs:element ref="tns:Value" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    <xs:element ref="tns:LastOp" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
  </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType>
  <xs:sequence>
  </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

</xsd:element>
</xsd:schema>
```
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```
<!== Resources Properties == >
<xsd:element name="HRM System" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Salary Management" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Department" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="EmployeeID" type="xsd:int"/>
<xsd:element name="Salary" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Value" type="xsd:int"/>
<xsd:element name="LastOp" type="xsd:string"/>

............
```

```
<xsd:complexType>
  <xs:sequence>
  </xs:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
```

```
</xsd:element>
</xsd:schema>

<!== Messages == >
```
<message name="AddInputMessage">
  <part name="parameters" element="tns:add"/>
```

```
</message>
```
```
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```xml
<message name="AddOutputMessage">
  <part name="parameters" element="tns:addResponse"/>
</message>

<message name="DeleteInputMessage">
  <part name="parameters" element="tns:delete"/>
</message>

<message name="DeleteOutputMessage">
  <part name="parameters" element="tns:deleteResponse"/>
</message>

<message name="GetValueRPInputMessage">
  <part name="parameters" element="tns:getValueRP"/>
</message>

<message name="GetValueRPOutputMessage">
  <part name="parameters" element="tns:getValueRPResponse"/>
</message>

<p Porttype == >
<portType name="SalaryComputingPortType"
  wsdlpp:extends="wsrpw:GetResourceProperty"
  <operation name="add">
    <input message="tns:AddInputMessage"/>
    <output message="tns:AddOutputMessage"/>
  </operation>

  <operation name="delete">
    <input message="tns:DeleteInputMessage"/>
    <output message="tns:DeleteOutputMessage"/>
  </operation>
</portType>
```
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Table 7-11 WSDL Description of SalaryComputing Resource Properties in XML

The wsrp:ResourceProperties is used to specify what the service properties are. The <portType> defines the operations such as “add”, “delete” and “getValue” with all the messages and types. All operations consist of an input and output content. With the help of WSDL description, the service resource can be easy to access.

7.6.2 Service Implementation

The service is implemented by Java. Qualified name (QName) is a name that includes a name space and a local name that is used to refer to the service. The QName of the value can be defined as:

<http://examples.org/strl/HRM/SalaryComputing service>Value, where the first part is the namespace and the second part is the local name. A SalaryComputingQName.java is used as an interface class to interact conveniently. Table 7-12 shows the QName document.

```java
package org.strl.HRM.SalaryComputing;
import javax.xml.namespace.QName;
public interface SalaryComputingQNames
{
    public static final String NS = "http://examples.org/strl/HRM/SalaryComputing service";
    public static final QName RP_VALUE = new QName(NS, "Value");
    public static final QName RP_LASTOP = new QName(NS, "LastOp");
    public static final QName RESOURCE_PROPERTIES = new QName(NS, "SalaryComputingResourceProperties");
}
```
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Table 7-12 QName.java of SalaryComputing Service

While the request and response message for resource property is generated, they are required to be wrapped in a SOAP representation for the interface interaction. Table 7-13 and 7-14 show the description.

```xml
<soap:Envelope>
  <soap:Header>
    <tns:resourceID>SalaryComputing</tns:resourceID>
  </soap:Header>
  <soap:Body>
    <wsrp:GetMultipleResourceProperty>
      xmlns:tns= https://...
      <wsrp:ResourceProperty>
        tns: EmployeeID
      </wsrp:ResourceProperty>
      <wsrp:ResourceProperty>
        tns: Salary
      </wsrp:ResourceProperty>
    </wsrp:GetMultipleResourceProperty>
  </soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
```

Table 7-13 Request Message Description

```xml
<soap:Envelope>
  <soap:Body>
    <wsrp:GetMultipleResourcePropertyResponse>
      <Employee>Employee</Employee>
    </wsrp:GetMultipleResourcePropertyResponse>
  </soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
```
Table 7-14 Response Message Description

The SalaryComputing resource can be accessed through the QName interface. Next, the SalaryComputing.java is written to implement the service. The source code of the class is given in Table 7-15.

```java
package org.strl.HRM.SalaryComputing;
import java.rmi.RemoteException;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.util.logging.Logger;
import javax.servlet.http.*;
import com.google.appengine.api.users.User;
import com.google.appengine.api.users.UserService;
import com.google.appengine.api.users.UserServiceFactory;
public class SalaryComputing implements Resource, ResourceProperties {
    /* Resource Property set */
    private ResourcePropertySet propSet;
    /* Resource properties */
    private int value;
    private String lastOp;
    /* Constructor. Initialises RPs */
    public class SalaryComputingServlet extends HttpServlet {
        public void doGet(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse resp)
```
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```java
throws IOException {
    UserService userService = UserServiceFactory.getUserService();
    User user = userService.getCurrentUser();

    if (user != null) {
        resp.setContentType("text/plain");
        resp.getWriter().println("Hello, Welcome to Download the Resource");
    } else {
        resp.sendRedirect(userService.createLoginURL(req.getRequestURI()));
    }
}

/* Create RP set */
this.propSet = new SimpleResourcePropertySet(SalaryComputingQNames.RESOURCE_PROPERTIES);

/* Initialise the RPs */
try {
    ResourceProperty valueRP = new ReflectionResourceProperty(CalculatorQNames.RP_VALUE, "Value", this);
    this.propSet.add(valueRP);
    setValue(0);
    ResourceProperty lastOpRP = new ReflectionResourceProperty(CalculatorQNames.RP_LASTOP, "LastOp", this);
    this.propSet.add(lastOpRP);
    setLastOp("NONE");
} catch (Exception e) {
    throw new RuntimeException(e.getMessage());
}

/* GetSetters for the RPs */
public int getValue() {
    return value;
}
public void setValue(int value) {
    this.value = value;
}
```
public String getLastOp() {
    return lastOp;
}

public void setLastOp(String lastOp) {
    this.lastOp = lastOp;
}

/* Remotely-accessible operations */
public AddResponse add(int a) throws RemoteException {
    value += a;
    lastOp = "ADDITION";
    return new AddResponse();
}

public DeleteResponse delete(file path) throws RemoteException {
    if (path.exists()) {
        File[] files = path.listFiles();
        for (File file : files) {
            if (file.isDirectory()) {
                deleteDirectory(file);
            } else {
                boolean delete = file.delete();
                if (!delete) {
                    throw new RuntimeException("Could not delete file: "+ file.getAbsolutePath());
                }
            }
        }
    }
    return (path.delete());
}

value -= a;
lastOp = "DELETE";
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Table 7-15 Service Implementation Code of SalaryComputingService

7.6.3 Service Configuration

In order to enable the service for client connections, the configuration needs to be built for the interaction. This section gives two configurations in Table 7-16 and 7-17. Table 7-16 is the general web service deployment descriptor named web.xml and Table 7-17 shows the additional configuration for Google Appengine.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE web-app PUBLIC
  "-//Oracle Corporation//DTD Web Application 2.3//EN"
  "http://java.sun.com/dtd/web-app_2_3.dtd">
<web-app xmlns="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee" version="2.5">
  <servlet>
    <servlet-name>SalaryComputing</servlet-name>
    <servlet-class>salarycomputing.SalarycomputingServlet</servlet-class>
  </servlet>
  <servlet-mapping>
    <servlet-name>salarycomputing</servlet-name>
    <url-pattern>/salarycomputing</url-pattern>
  </servlet-mapping>
</web-app>
```
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Table 7-16 Web.xml Configuration of SalaryComputing Service

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<appengine-web-app xmlns="http://appengine.google.com/ns/1.0">
  <application>SalaryComputingService</application>
  <version>1</version>
</appengine-web-app>
```

Table 7-17 Appengine-web.xml of Salary Computing Service

7.6.4 Service Deployment

The deployment process for Google Appengine can be completed by Eclipse or a command prompt. In Eclipse, the Google Plugin’s choice “Deploy to App Engine” is easy to click on with a Google account. In the command prompt, two commands for Windows and Mac OX or Linux:

```bash
..\appengine-java-sdk\bin\appcfg.cmd update war
../appengine-java-sdk/bin/appcfg.sh update war
```

Once the deployment is successful, the message will be shown in the control view. Figure 7-10 and Figure 7-11 show the package content and deployment successful message.
Figure 7-10 Updated Package Explored
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Figure 7-11 Build Successful Message

7.7 Summary

The purpose of this legacy HRM system case study is to illustrate the proposed approach has the ability to implement the COE process. The process is achieved through the following steps:

- Program slicing and cluster analysis are applied on legacy system identification.
- Program and model transformation are applied on the Cloud oriented evolution.
- Cloud service description and implementation, and the configuration and deployment are contained in the Cloud service integration.
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Objectives

◆ To summarise the whole thesis
◆ To revisit original contributions
◆ To evaluate the research with answers to the research questions; by reviewing the research hypotheses and the success criteria
◆ To illustrate the limitations of the work
◆ To outline future work

8.1 Summary of Thesis

The principal research question in this thesis is: “How can a three-dimensional dependable evolution approach based model, software functions and non-functional features be developed in order to implement two phases of COE?” To answer this question, the following work has been done.

A proposed COE approach has been given in this research, which contains three main stages, namely, legacy service analysis and extraction, Cloud service migration and Cloud services integration. In the stage of legacy service analysis and extraction, an assessment framework including the features of a Cloud categories based AHP is introduced to judge whether and which types of legacy systems are able to be chosen. Then, combining the static and dynamic program slicing techniques with an improved slicing algorithm is proposed to decompose the legacy code. Finally, software clustering techniques are adopted to capture the corresponding reusable code segments. The architect’s view and users’ requirements help to decide the cutting point on the dendrogram.
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In the stage of Cloud service migration; there are two phases to illustrate the process. First, PIM is abstracted from the original PSM but F and NFR do not change because nothing is operated on the two parts. Certain required qualities for Cloud are needed to add to the transfer process between PIM and PIM\textsubscript{c}, and program transformation is used to support the transfer. Now, the software has been able to run in the Cloud environment with Cloud features. Second, the evolution is considered only based on the change of software functions which normally are to be added according to new functional requirements. During the process of generating PSM\textsubscript{new}, it can be believed that software architecture is changed to reflect PSM\textsubscript{new} being generated, which is done by changing software architecture type or enhancing the existing architecture through pre-defined transformation rules. The forward engineering techniques are applied to support the generation of the new system.

In the stage of Cloud service integration, the XML represented legacy resources are defined as stateful resources, and WSDL is used to design the resource properties and interface. Using Java implements the service and the new service can be deployed and integrated in the Cloud services. Finally, a prototype is described and the case study is chosen to validate the proposed approach.

8.2 Contributions Revisiting

A novel COE approach has been proposed in Chapter 3. In this Section, the five original contributions described in Chapter 1 will be revisited.

C1. In Chapter 3, a three-dimensional paradigm is proposed for supporting the evolution in Figure 3-1. The solution framework is shown in Figure 3-2. Three main stages are included in the whole process, namely, legacy service assessment and identification, Cloud service implementation and Cloud service integration.

C2. In Chapter 4, an assessment approach is defined for analysis, which combines Cloud features based on an AHP technique to judge whether the selected legacy systems are feasible to migrate to Cloud environments. The process of the approach is presented in Figure 4-1. The improved program slicing and software
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cluster are described in Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3.

C3. In Chapter 5, an integration model is defined, which includes the work on how to evolve the legacy system with non-function requirements into a Cloud environment. A series of rules about translation, abstraction and transformation are given in Chapter 5.

C4. In Chapter 5, an architecture model is defined, which includes the work on how to implement and handle the functional requirement change on the software model when the systems plan evolves in the Cloud environment. Transformation rules are proposed in Section 5.3.

C5. Chapter 6 describes the Cloud integration architecture and Chapter 8 gives the case studies and toolsets which have been developed to illustrate the proposed approach.

8.3 Revisiting Success Criteria

In Chapter 1, five success criteria are defined to validate the success of the proposed research described in this thesis. This section will revisit the predefined measures of success.

- **What are the mainstream kinds of software systems that can be processed by the proposed approach?**

  The proposed approach is applied on the legacy components that include procedures, modules, objects, files, etc. Each stage of the approach can deal with the legacy system effectively.

- **What kinds of program and model transformation can reliably be applied on the proposed approach?**

  In the stage of Cloud service implementation, abstraction and refactoring have been used to complete the purpose that is to generate new services. A series of rules are defined to support these techniques in Chapter 5.

- **How can the WSL representation of software models be applied in the evolution process?**
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The work process in evolution in the proposed approach is based around WSL. The abstraction from PSM to PIM can be implemented by WSL with the syntax and semantic representation. The transformation rules in FermaT are able to help the evolution result be more specified.

- How is the performance of this proposed approach?

Legacy systems are reused in the Cloud environment, which brings certain advantages from business and research aspects. For business, reusing legacy systems in Cloud can cut the cost and time for redesigning a new system. For research, the novel approach is proposed, which can advance the traditional software engineering techniques to fulfill the Cloud requirements and explore the Cloud computing technologies deeply.

- How about the implementation of the proposed methods, algorithms and strategies? E.g., is it possible to develop a practical toolkit to implement and validate the approach?

The answer is “Yes”. A prototype is designed with existing tool support and a case study has been used to prove the proposed approach in Chapter 7.

8.4 Limitations

After discussing the original contributions and success criteria, the limitations of the proposed research described in this thesis are discussed as follows:

- Requirements extraction via RRF approach and requirements management via the process management requirements model may demand manual work and become time consuming.

- The assessment stage via AHP technique may demand manual work and become time consuming.

During the assessment stage, a great number of criteria will be discovered and determined. Meanwhile, the Saaty scale is something which, from the view of most architects and enterprises, may contain a few errors. The calculation for the judgement needs to be done manually and the proposed approach cannot be a fully
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semi-automatic solution. If certain mistakes exist in the computing process, the wrong decision may be caused.

- The poor quality of the legacy system may affect the efficiency of the proposed approach.

In this research, the legacy system is analysed from three aspects, namely, software qualities, software functions, and software models. If some of them are missing or are not represented in a standard format, the stages of identification and evolution will be inadequate and cause cost of time, money and resources. It may lead to the creation of some mistakes for the final result. If the legacy systems are designed by standard programming, such as comments, document and coding format, etc., the proposed approach will be more effective.

8.5 Future Work

Based on the discussions regarding original contributions, research questions, research hypotheses, success criteria and limitations, these conclusions can be given. The proposed COE approach in this thesis is a novel, effective and systematic methodology for handling the software evolution and Cloud computing. The supporting tool and user case have validated the proposed approach. In the COE situation, the semi-automatic approach can bring a new attempt to think of evolution from a three-dimensional space and improve the traditional software engineering effectively.

The research presented in this thesis is not the finishing point. A series of future work can be extended based on this present work:

- Based on the assessment framework discussed in Chapter 4.2, the application criteria can be extended by adding several factors, i.e., programming language and data completeness, which could be more correct for making the decision.
- Based on the discussion of program slicing and software clustering, the program slicing algorithm could be perfected in a class/object slice. The bottom-up agglomerative cluster process could be improved by proposing more correct updating in a similar method used between clusters, i.e., the weight
combined method. The algorithms may not satisfy all kinds of legacy systems and they need to be further developed.

- The modified rules for translation between PIM and PSM, transformation PIM and PIMc in Chapter 5 can be improved by adding more concrete rules to advance and fulfil the different situations. The rules of architecture transformation for implementing a new PSM based on new functions can add more constraints during the design process.

- The integration of Cloud services in Chapter 6 should be able to be improved by considering the types of Cloud platforms. More issues may be discovered and need to be solved, such as security, lifecycle management and notification.

- The prototype is required to be perfected in the future and further case studies are needed to experiment and evaluate the present work as this novel COE approach to evolution of the said systems is still at a fairly early stage in three-dimensional space.
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Appendix A: Partial WSL Representation of HRM System and CML Construction of MonthWage

This is an automated software system for Human Resource Management that can handle the employees and departments in the organisations. It is not a complete HRM software like those implemented in the companies, but still it can manage the information of employees and departments at the backend. It has a nice graphical layout written in Java Language with over 3000 lines’ code. The following is the selected parts of source code of WSL representation in HRM system.

```java
Class MonthWageRecord {
    serialVersionUID;
    jlabel1;
    jlabel11;
    jContentPane;
    jScrollPane
    jTable
};
proc MonthwageRecord() {
    !xp super();
    !xp initialize();
};
proc initialize () {
    !xp setContentPane(getJcontentPane());
    !xp setTitle("Dep Month Wage Record");
}
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```wslext
!xp setBounds(new Rectangle(0, 0, 1024, 700));
!xp setResizable(false);
);
proc getJContentPane() {

if(jContentPane<>0)then

str1 := "HRMS.mdb";
!xp getConnecton(str1);

jLabel := new JLabel();
!xp setBounds(new Rectangle(22, 511, 149, 15));
!xp setText("");
!xp setVisible(false);

jLabel1 := new JLabel();
!xp setBounds(new Rectangle(22, 511, 149, 15));
!xp setText("");
!xp setVisible(false);

jContentPane := new JPanel();
!xp setLayout(null);
!xp add(jLabel, null);
!xp add(getJScrollPane(), null);
!xp ResultSet (rs);
if (rs := "Select * From temp")
rs++

jLabel := getString("num");

jLabel11 := getString("nam")

!xp catch (Exception)
else rs := "select * from wagerecord where time=");
```
`jLabel.getText() + "' and dep=" +jLabel1.getText()+""`  
Do While (rs++)  
  v1 := new Vector();  
  !xp add(rs1.getString("dep"));  
  !xp add(rs1.getString("num"));  
  !xp add(rs1.getString("name"));  
  !xp add(rs1.getString("wage"));  
  !xp add(rs1.getString("award"));  
  !xp add(rs1.getString("other"));  
  !xp add(rs1.getString("tim"));  
  !xp add(v1)  
  OD;  
  v2 := new Vector();  
  !xp add("Department");  
  !xp add("Employee No");  
  !xp add("Name");  
  !xp add("Basic Salary");  
  !xp add("Bonus");  
  !xp add("Subsidy");  
  !xp add("Send Date");  
  !xp close(conn);  
  jTable = new JTable(v1, v2);  
  !xp jScrollPane (add(jTable));  
  !xp catch(Exception);  
  !xp printStackTrace();  
  !xp return(jContentPane)
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```cml
proc main()
{
  !xp MonthWageRecord (initialize());
}
```

The following is the CML description of MonthWage that will be utilised in Cloud service integration.

```cml
Model MONTH_WAGE

package aPackage is

  activity Example

    composite state stateMain
    composite state MonthWage
      partitioned in MonthWage
      state SearchDepartment end
      state Search Employee end

    composite state Department
      partitioned in Department
      state GetDepNum end
      state GetDepNam end
      state GetWage end
      partitioned in Employee
      state GetEmpNo end
      state GetEmpNam end

  end

transition Initial

  from MonthWage::SearchDepartment in Department :: GetDep (Num, Nam, Wage)
```
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transition

  from Monthwage:: SearchEmployee in Employee :: GetEmpl (No & Nam)

  transition end

end – activity Example

  end – package aPackage

end – model MONTH_WAGE
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The following is the XMI Generation of the selected components in HRM case study.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<XMI xmi.version="1.2" xmlns:UML="org.omg/UML/1.4">
  <XMI.header>
    <XMI.documentation>
      <XMI.exporter>ananas.org stylesheet</XMI.exporter>
    </XMI.documentation>
  </XMI.header>
  <XMI.metamodel xmi.name="UML" xmi.version="1.4"/>
  <XMI.content>
    <UML:Model xmi.id="M.1" name="Employee" visibility="public"
      isSpecification="false" isRoot="false"
      isLeaf="false" isAbstract="false">
      <UML:Namespace.ownedElement>
        <UML:Class xmi.id="C.1" name="person" visibility="public"
          isSpecification="false" namespace="M.1" isEmployee="true"
          isLeaf="true" isAbstract="false" isActive="false">
          <UML:ModelElement.stereotype>
            <UML:Stereotype xmi.idref="S.1"/>
          </UML:ModelElement.stereotype>
        </UML:Class>
      </UML:Namespace.ownedElement>
    </UML:Model>
    <UML:ModelElement.stereotype>
      <UML:Stereotype xmi.idref="S.1"/>
    </UML:ModelElement.stereotype>
    <UML:Classifier.feature>
      <UML:Attribute xmi.id="A.1" name="name" visibility="private"
        isSpecification="false" ownerScope="instance"/>
    </UML:Classifier.feature>
    <UML:Attribute xmi.id="A.2" name="telephone" visibility="private"/>
  </XMI.content>
</XMI>
```
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```xml
<uml:Classifier feature />
<uml:Class />
<uml:Association id="A.1" />
<uml:AssociationEnd id="AE.1" />
<uml:AssociationEnd id="AE.2" />
<uml:Class idref="C.1" />
<uml:Class idref="C.2" />
<uml:Multiplicity />
<uml:Multiplicity />
<uml:MultiplicityRange lower="1" upper="5" />
```
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<UML:Association xmi.id="A.2" isSpecification="false">
    <UML:Association.connection>
        <UML:AssociationEnd xmi.id="AE.3" visibility="public" isSpecification="false" isNavigable="true">
            <UML:AssociationEnd.participant>
                <UML:Class xmi.idref="C.1"/>
            </UML:AssociationEnd.participant>
        </UML:AssociationEnd>
    </UML:Association.connection>
</UML:Association>

<UML:Association xmi.id="A.4" visibility="public" isSpecification="false" isNavigable="true">
    <UML:AssociationEnd.participant>
        <UML:Class xmi.idref="C.1"/>
    </UML:AssociationEnd.participant>
</UML:Association>

<UML:Association xmi.id="A.4" visibility="public" isSpecification="false" isNavigable="true">
    <UML:AssociationEnd.participant>
        <UML:Class xmi.idref="C.3"/>
    </UML:AssociationEnd.participant>
</UML:Association>
<UML:AssociationEnd.xmi.id="AE.5" visibility="public"
    isSpecification="false"
    isNavigable="true">
    <UML:AssociationEnd.participant>
        <UML:Class xmi.idref="C.4"/>
    </UML:AssociationEnd.participant>
</UML:AssociationEnd>
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The following is the syntax definition of style architecture description language in CML model.

\[
\text{SADL} ::= \text{SADMODEL} \langle \text{EOF} \rangle \\
\text{SADMODEL} ::= \text{SADLList StyleDef StyleLinkDef} \\
\text{SADLList} ::= \langle \text{SADLTypeList} \rangle \text{ "CML_Spec" SADLTypeListDef} \\
\text{SADLTypeList} ::= (\langle \text{SADLType} \rangle \text{ SADLTypeName <is> State Connector Role})* \\
\text{SADLTypeName} ::= \langle \text{IDENTIFIER} \rangle \\
\text{State} ::= \text{"CML_Spec"} \\
\text{Connector} ::= \text{"CML_Spec"} \\
\text{Role} ::= \langle \text{Action} \rangle \ (\text{ActionList}) \ ? ; \langle \text{Event} \rangle \ (\text{EventList}) \ ? ; \langle \text{Constraints} \rangle \ (\text{ConstraintsList}) ? ; \\
\text{ActionList} ::= \text{"CML_Spec"} \\
\text{ConstraintsList} ::= \text{"CML_Spec"} \\
\text{EventList} ::= \text{"CML_Spec"} \\
\text{StyleDef} ::= \langle \text{Style_instances} <\text{are} > \? ; \langle \text{StyleName <Instantiates> StyleLinkDef} \rangle \? ; \rangle* \\
\text{StyleName} ::= \langle \text{IDENTIFIER} \rangle \\
\text{StyleLinkDef} ::= \langle \text{Link} \rangle* \\
\text{Link} ::= \langle \text{One_OneLink} \rangle \\
\text{One_OneLink} ::= \langle \text{ProvideService \ "-\" RequestService} \\
\text{Many_OneLink} ::= \langle \text{ProvideServiceList \ "-\" RequestService} \\
\text{One_ManyLink} ::= \langle \text{ProvideService} \ "-\" \text{RequestServiceList} \\
\text{ProvideServiceList} ::= \langle \text{ProvideService} \rangle* \\
\text{RequestServiceList} ::= \langle \text{RequestService} \rangle* 
\]
## Appendix C: Syntax for SADL in CML

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ProvideService</strong></td>
<td>:= &lt;IDENTIFIER&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RequestService</strong></td>
<td>:= &lt;IDENTIFIER&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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